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lea-element horizontal patterns of open and blackened circles 
m m  tachlstoscapleally exposed swell, that, zero. to tew elements appeared 
on-the left of a fixation point*' the fash of the J| was- to -view the pat­
terns and attempt to reproduce them* two experiments m m  performed.
in. Exp. I. six Os viewed 308 binary patterns, once a day for ten 
days-., tesponsa ■ templates - consisting- -of ten blank circles-and no repro­
duction of thefixatlon point were employed for reproduction of the pat* 
terns. * It was hypothesised1 that - errors' made in reproducing the patterns 
decrease with practice in reproducing the patterns., this hypothesis mm  
supported by all Os. It was also hypothesised that the curves represent* 
ing errors at each element position, show fewer errors' for the left five 
elements than .for the right five .elements when the pattern is totally to-., 
the right of the fixation point,*- fewer ■ errors for the right five elements 
than, the left five elements when the pattern is totally to the left of 
the fixation point, and equal errors on the right, and left halves at a 
point 'Where mete than half of the elements fall on the left side of the 
fixation point* fewest errors generally appeared, for elements at the 
left within the, target regardless of fixation locus; thus the hypoth­
esis was, not supported.
fhe results are explained in terms of implicit .motor factors, 
mnemonic factors,, .and decision-m aking react ion-time factors*
In Exp. If three Os viewed 308 binary patterns once a day for 
ten -days. Response: templates, consisted of 20 blank circles with a mark' 
representing the fixation point located between the tenth and eleventh 
circles. It was hypothesised that there is a decrease of errors near 
■the fixation point when patterns are reproduced on the new response 
template- Fewest errors generally appeared for elements closest to the 
fixation point; thus the hypothesis was supported..
the two hypotheses of Exp. f were retested using the- new 
response template. learning occurred in two of the three £s. the 
symmetrical error distributions, did not occur-at the hypothesized 
target orientations*
COMPARISON OF SIMULTANEOUS AND SUCCESSIVE TACHISTOSCOPIC 
PRESENTATION OF BINABX PATTERNS
Introduction
The general objective of this research is to predict, observe 
and explain certain stisxiius-response relationships in a task involving 
visual perception of tachistoscopically exposed material. An attempt is 
made to explain the intervening processes giving, rise to the perception 
in terms of certain hypothesised perceptual mechanisms as promulgated by 
Hareum (1958a, 1958b, 1958c), These mechanisms, It is proposed, are in 
turn related to habits developed through the process of reading, and 
should hence have some bearing on the exact nature of the reading task* 
Although the perceptual task used in this study is much simpler than the
- task of reading, the general nature of the methods and materials of this 
study should yield reliable and valid basic relationships which can be 
used to strengthen and modify the existing theoretical accountings of 
intervening perceptual processes* however, whether these processes will 
ever be fully understood depends on the technological developments of 
new apparatus and methods for good analytic investigation of the struc­
tural and 'neurological mechanisms involved, ■
The present approach has its origin in Hebb*s The Organisation
- fif Behavior <1949) since this book contains the- first .good, empirically 
based notion of a "conceptual nervous system.** Since much of Hebb*s data 
are drawn from experiments with, or observations of, visual perception, 
his theoretical schema is readily applied to problems in this area. He 
places major emphasis on the importance of a strong interaction of the
a
1structural and functional aspects of perception, with greatest particular 
emphasis on the latter. Hebb speaks of early learning which is perceptual 
learning or, more accurately put,, learning to perceive. This learning 
involves the organising of basic perceptions and their integration into 
a perception of a coa^ lefce object. In the integration of visual percep­
tions he assumes a strong motor component composed of eye movements— overt 
In the learning processes, and implicit in later learning, the specific 
characteristic© of the'reading process are certainly a result of learning, 
from the learning -of letters and the discrimination hetman. latter© to 
the Integration of letters into words and sentences, therefore, a Sabb- 
oriented theoretical position mold seem worthwhile.
Since -reading is a highly complex visual and intellectual task,, 
it would seem wise to reduce ft into simpler component processes for 
study at. the. present stage of our. knowledge, this m y  be done not only 
by studying a lira!ted number of related variables* -but also by attempting 
to eliminate from the m p & rim n t those variables which cannot be ade­
quately controlled <i.e., letter frequency* word frequency, letter die* 
criminability, meaningfulness, dependencies* and redundancy). The 
present e&peritaenfc, following Itareum (I958|; i95$b * 1958c), Hyer and 
Harcura (in press* a| in press* b; in press, c), and Camp (in press), 
employs binary patterns as stimuli. Binary patterns in this case are 
rows of circle©*' some of which are blackened so as to make them black 
dots* and some of which are not blackened* leaving a black ring- on a 
white background. The following' is an example of a ten-element binary 
patterns 0 • 0 • 0 i t 0 § 0 , Bach single filled or unfilled circle 
is a biliary element. When such a pattern is tachistoscopically exposed, 
the 0 must perceive the pattern of filled and open element© and reproduce
4them.
Many researchers have used letters or words, m  stimuli in. 
studies relating visual, perceptual phenomena to the reading habit (Cros-
■laad* 1939$ 4»iiersoii*: 1946 s MisWfein.fit, fergsys*. 1952.1 forgays*. 1953s. ;- 
trhseht._lfS3| Heront! ItSf s terrace* 1939J, -
advantage, of being taore similar to, the actual reading .situation* .but 
they also have' the. great disadvantage of not being adequately spec.i* 
.liable stimuli, because of the many uncontrolled variables .listed above. 
It is likewise .true that taahistoseoplo,,eEpoaure' of binary stimuli.la= 
not as similar, to the.actual, reading; .situation as is prolonged exposure 
of letter or word .stimuli,. .However* the short .exposure duration not- 
..only eliminates, overt ■. eye, movements*.; .hut., also allows. the. individual. 
investigation of. very small perceptual units which may tie-considered' 
as building, blocks, of the total • task:of, reading,*.. If. ■ Is .-believed' that 
the perception.of. taeMstoscopically exposed binary patterns |s similar 
to the .reading task, but-.without soma of, the special problems of -the 
reading process (i.e. * meaningfultiess* dependencies.* eye movements*. -' 
etc * >* Hata ■ obtained.. from. these, binary;. patterns * because, of. their ■ 
relative freedom from the uncontrolled variables- listed above* are 
more suitable,than verbal oralphabetical material for attempting to 
explore' the -basic .perceptual processes*,., Once the nature of these basic 
processes is•established*.one .may be’able -to generalise the results to 
the reading process per je» with the help of .further research,using,, 
meaningful verbal stimuli* se«pent|al,;^oaure of. related, stimuli*.,new 
techniques tor .investigating -the learning and memory processand 0s : 
about whom a complete cataloging of relevant information-on-specifled 
attributes relating to .reading- .capability is known.
Historical Background
Since this paper is primarily concerned with basic theoretical 
aspects of visual perception of tachistoscopically exposed patterns* only 
studies of specific relevance to this area will be discussed, the liter* 
ature will be considered, under three rubrics—  - motor components* sensl* 
fclvity factors* and mnemonic factors--although these categories should 
not be considered as discrete.
Motor Components
after the publication of Hebb * 3 The Qraaniaatioa of Behavior 
in IM® a series of studies concerned at first with supporting ■ the theory- 
of the conceptual ‘ nervous system as opposed to !*ashley#s theory of e$»ipo* 
Ceatialifcy were published (Mishkin & Forgays, 1952; Forgays, 1953; Orbach, 
1953). hater studies (Heron, 195); terrace, 1959; Harcum* 1958a; Harcum, 
1958c) attempted to speculate within the framework of Babble** theory 
about the actual' nature of the; perceptual processes- involved.
the first major research of the series was- performed by Mish­
kin and Forgays (1952). This was an attempt to find* support for the 
Hebblan idea of a specific receptor development of the retinal .mosaic 
as contrasted with hashley* s theory that perception is relatively inde­
pendent of a specific retinal locus* Using printed words tachistoscop- 
ically presented both to- the- right and left of fixation, Mishkin and 
forgays <1952) found that recognition of English words was superior
S
6: whan the words were proseated on the right rather than on the left of 
■.'• fiction*, this result, 'they felt*'was caused: directly by -the habit ©f 
'reading English freak'left to right* Since the'location of half of the 
words war given to the’j* before the. exposure* and since there wm no 
difference; in recognition between exposures when the O' was given the 
location end. exposures whan the ":g was not' given the location* they 
argued that the possibility of' a selective actentioaal process ©par* 
ating in the nature of a naet° to selectively attend to ■ the right was 
ruled out* fheae results are taken to support -Hgibb% notion, that p®k* 
caption depends to a large extent'on a'Specific •receptor developjsesit^  of 
the retinal 'mosaic*.
Mishkin and Forgays (1952) 'also- studied the degree to which 
the results'-of the above studywer© dependent;upon the le£i~to~right
( v ; ‘ y ' •
direction, of the reading habifcyV ■ Both' Kebtew and.English words were 
tachistoscepically 'exposed on both sides of fixation-to bilingual. < Eng­
lish and Hebrew) J)s. If the reading' habit were , the doMmmt factor in, 
this Mad of recognition' task*-. then 'English words*'because of their 
left* to-right- construction* should be more easily recognised to the fight 
/ of fixation (i.e. * because:-the'reading process ■ proceeds across the word 
la the usual ‘ rightward1 direction).; ■&&/ predicted* • English' words were 
■•" perceived more' accurately' to the right than'Che; left of fixation*, and 
Hebrew words Wet© perceived more accurately -to the left of fixation*
Anderson (1946) found essentially the,sasae results using bi- 
lingual children who' could feed both Hebrew and' 'English* Anderson used 
both English .and Hebrew ‘ nine-letter nonsense words as" stlsatli* These 
Words were presented Cachiafcoseapieully with the fixation point coin- 
elding with the fifth letter of the series* When the two types of
7stimuli were presented in separate series the Hebrew letters were repro­
duced more accurately to the right of the fixation end the English letters 
m m  accurately to the left of fixation, When the two types of stimuli 
were presented in a random order the results were virtually the same*, 
although right-left differences m m  generally- smaller*
The- concomitant evolution of the reading' habit and right-left 
perceptual recognition -differences is supported by frbach (1952). Fol­
lowing Mishkin and Forgays (1952) he employed English and Hebrew words 
as stimuli using bilingual Os, the Os who had learned English before 
they had learned Hebrew recognised English and Hebrew words more accu­
rately on the right of .fixation than on the left of fixation, and the 
Os who- had learned Hebrew before they had learned English recognised 
Hebrew words more accurately to the left of fixation and English words 
more accurately to the right,. This served to place certain restrictions 
on the generality of the results of Mishkin and .Forgays (1952).
More direct evidence of the development of these perceptual 
mechanisms can be found in a study by Forgays (1953). In his study, 
printed-words were taehistoscopically presented on either the right or 
left of fixation to ,144 students taken from. Grades two through Fifteen 
(excluding Grades Eleven, and Twelve). there m m - no reliable differences 
between performance of the two different visual hemi-fields for students 
through the Seventh Grade, Beyond this grade level more accurate per­
ception occurred for stimuli to the right of fixation. This difference 
increased as a function of grade level for the remaining six grades 
studied. This is direct support that the development of the motor 
habit of reading, parallels the development of differential word recog­
nition in the horizontal perceptual head.-fields*
a©yes* and Marcum -{in press, fe> using .Mor#ery School, Kinder­
garten, : First Grade -and SecondGrade children as Os and six-element 
binary., patterns- tactile tostopleally exposed as stimuli found that., as the 
educational level increased, .the tendency to more accurately, perceive 
elements to the right of -the 'fixation point also-■.Increased.#- This poses -
a seeming paradox with respect to data previously obtained from the 
perception of binary patterns (Bareurn, 1958a; Barcum, 1958b; Hareura, 
1958c| Dyer & Harcura, in. press, a; Dyer & Hareum, in press, e>* .How­
ever, the differences of -apparatus and visual cash do not make the- re­
sults .directly conflicting.. Moreover, the conclusion that educational 
■experience with reading is related to Increased ’ differentiation among, 
elements of patterns in . terms. of errors- is corroborated.
the first good hypothesis to explain these results in terms of 
.neural event#-was formulated by Heron (1957)# in the- first two of five 
experiments tie presented both familiar geometric forms and nonsense- 
forms- tachistoseopically on either side of : fixation. With this non-' 
alphabetical stimulus material- Heron found no right vs.. ..left dif ferences 
between the fields in recognition accuracy# the conclusion which must 
be made is that the perception, of single geometric nonsense forms pre­
sented to -the left and right of fixation is not significantly influenced 
by the. reading habit. In Heron * s fifth experiment, letter* targets were 
exposed either singly on one or the other side of fixation or simulta­
neously on both sides of the fixation#! center# Sofh single letters 
and lefter-groups were used* With single-letter stimuli neither succes­
sive nor. simultaneous methods of presentation yielded significant heral- 
field differences in reproduction accuracy. However, with successive
tpresentation of the.iettot^gtoup# (either .left or right of fixation) 
significant differences were found showing hotter recognition to the 
right of fixation* ■ this is ■.consistent with results of the previously 
cited mperlaeiits-.(lilshkia & forgays* 1952; Forgays, 1952; Orbach, 1952). 
With simultaneous presentation (stimuli on both right and left of fixa* 
tion) of the•letter-groups, significant differences were found showing 
better recognition',, to .the left of fixation., These results would 
appear at first thought to foe conflicting; Heron does not think so.
He postulates a "post-exposural p£0eess”~*a process of neural events 
occurring, after retinal etiolation**to account for the results of 
both successive and simultaneous tachistoscopic presentation. It is 
a- motor component of the perceptual, process.. Heron’s belief is that 
tendencies toward eye movements (or implicit eye movements) 'persist in 
time after, the., stiraul vs* exposure has terminated. These hypothetical 
tendencies' parallel the two basic, eye movements used in reading English. 
The first of these eye movements, and presumably the dominant one, is 
.the movement from right to la ft made when one proceeds' to shift fixation 
/toward the beginning of a. line of print. The second, and supposedly 
subordinate movement, is the saccadic le£t~to*rlght movement made when 
one is reading a"line of print. Slfoen alphabetical material is located 
only in the right field,,, these two tendencies will he operating together** 
or at least not in opposition-*to produce superior performance,. However, 
when alphabetical material is.located in the left field, the tendency' to 
move' the eyes to the beginning of the line would foe.in conflict with the 
tendency to move them from left to right. .The former, being dominant, 
'will occur, but with a weakened effect because of the opposition from the 
right movement*tendency. Hence, in the case of successive presentation
18
poorer recognition to the left of fixation occurs. Hhen the stimuli ere 
-exposed simultaneously on. both sides of fixation* the. tendencies are 
still in conflict, yet the dominance of the left •’movement .occurs and
produces better recognition to the.left..
Binary-pattem data can in part be .explained by Heron’s “post-* 
exposure! process. n Even though alphabetical stimuli are not employed 
In the binary recognition task* the uni form linear- spatial organisation 
of the elements should give rise to these implicit movements. This pro* 
cess is perhaps better referred to in the binary situation as a scanning* 
rather than a reading.* process. Hareum (1953a, 1958b, 1958c) and- Dyer 
and Harcum (in press* a; in press* c), using simultaneous t&chistoacopic 
presentation of eight* and tea*element binary patterns bisected by the. 
fixation .point* have shown In general that there are fewer errors of 
target reproduction made on the- left of fixation than on the right. 
t h i s  is in part attributed to the scanning process*, which is in turn, a * 
direct neurological correlate of' the reading habit.
th e process must*, however* be modified in the case of succes­
sive exposure of binary patterns* the empirical results of'Hareurn (1958b) 
and. Gamp (in press) have shown no hemi-field differences in recognition 
when binary patterns are tachisfcoscopically exposed either to the right 
or left of fixation. It may be confidently postulated that of the two 
variables inherent in letter groupings (directionality of the letter 
units as well as their linear organisation) with oeo-diteetioasl binary 
stimuli only the latter one-exists, , that the t m  variables'or stimulus 
characteristics mentioned above play a critical role in visual perception 
in. tasks related .to the reading habit is well demonstrated by Aulhorn 
(1948). 'He used meaningful printed material as the stimulus and measured
• 
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reading speed as 'a function of1-both 'the angular orientation of the lines 
,of print and .the individual, letters.. Aulhora’s empirical *%aw of Text 
Rotation” is derived from three components. The first component is a 
constant determining overall level of performance, which is of little 
concern at this point* The second, labeled the 'ftx* component by Aulhoro, 
corresponds to the. habit of reeding -from left to right* ■ Here reading 
speed-, is fastest when the. lines-of print are oriented horizontally with 
-the letters in their normal horiaontsl • left*to*right orientation. As 
the orientation of the individual letters is changed by rotating them 
counterclockwise, the-reading speed becomes slower-until' 180° of'rota* 
tion has occurred* after'which the speed begins to again improve until 
the 360° rotation is complete* This difference did not occur When iso* 
tropic letters or symbols such m  ( ^ ) were used as stimulus units.
Further support is-thus added to the importance of the directional■char* 
acterlstics of the individual- stimulus units.
The third component is labeled the "a” component by Aulhom.
It corresponds to the effects of the orientation of the line'of print- 
with respect to the horizontal. Here reading speed is fastest when the 
line of print -is 'horizontally oriented, and slowest when it is vertically 
oriented. -This difference among positions appears regardless of-the 
nature of the individual stimulus -units -making up the printed' material. 
Harcum (1958a; 1958c) has found the above differences using binary pat­
terns in. several .angular orientations. •
The importance of Aulhorn’s (1948) ”s” factor can be made clear. 
Here reading speed-is fastest whenever the material Is horizontally 
oriented, with letter direction held constant. The trimsifcion'from•Aul* 
bomts reading task to one of binary pattern recognition has certain
12
'limitations. Auihom 'mmlias spaad under conditions of ptti*
longed stimulus exposure^ thus the stimulus material cannot be assigned 
to a specific location relative to a fixation point* The assumption 
must be made that*, where the letters and lines of. print, are rotated to 
'their upside-down position (180°) > the print must be read from right to 
left*' ft’ is this direction Of 'reading which ostensibly 'corresponds to 
the direction -of the seaming, process* We are -therefore dealing with 
what is assumed to be a neural scanning process which* because of binary 
clement symmetry* can operate just, as well from right to left as it can 
from left, to right. This description of the scanning process is valid 
'only in the case of successive presentation of the- '.-patterns. In this 
.'case there is no evidence of a significant conflict -Of directional-ten* 
deneies. ■ However* in the;' case of simultaneous presentation certain, di­
rectional Conflicts, as postulated by heron (1957) do-apparently -exist* 
even within the simple scanning mechanism described above. When .one is 
presented with an equal number of "binary elements on each side of -fixation, 
■there is a- postulated conflict between, the tendency to scan to-'the right 
and the tendency to scan toward the loft#. The result is that the leftward 
tendency at first dominates* not because. It is an inherently dominant ten­
dency, feat because of certain habitual -methods of perceiving organised mate­
rial. This tendency to start at the beginning'*, (which is taken to fee 
the left end)* is ■established in part fey. the 'reading habit and perhaps by 
certain physiological .qualities such as cerebral-hemisphere dominance or 
eya-dominance 'factors' (Dyer & Her cum, in press*a). .the point is that 
visually perceived ■ events or series of things do proceed from left to 
right. This is true from.our perception of a- two-letter word- to 'the- 
counterclockwise path followed fey the race,horse* which runs from.left
13
to tight before the spectator in- the stands.
These directional habits of perceiving grouped visual stimuli 
are further supported by ■the work of- Brandt (1941)* Anderson and loss 
(1953>, aad Astin -and Boss (1936). -Brandt recorded eye movements while 
■gs attempted to memoriae designs- placed ta the -four quadrants o! a card.
the recordings shorn m  original fixation- lit the upper-left; with the-'. .
"4/
general pattern of -movement being- froraupper-left to upper-right to 
lewer*ie£f to lower-right.' Percentage ■ of fixation-time- spent in..each, 
quadrant fas well m  accuracy of- reproduction* atastie# from high-:to 'low- 
in the ■ same order as the iaovemsnt pattern, - ■
Anderson and Eoss (1955)-presented five kinds of stimulus 
material - (letters* words* symbols, designs* and numbers) with twenty* 
five of each kind in a- different flve-by- five ceil- matrix, they found 
consistent relationships between-reproductive-ability-* and .spatial' loca­
tion in the matrix* regardless' of the-type;of stimulus material, "fewest 
errors Were found in. the upper-left and most errors- in the lower*right 
ceils. They suggest that these-differences ;afa related to the-habit, of 
reading from left to right.
the above" findings were extended by Astin an«f Eoss <1956). 
their major addition was' to show, that- the- temporal ordering- of- the:.re?? 
-spouse correlates highly with the accuracy of the response in the various 
cells -for word matrices; --. 95 -for symbol matrices), ■-
the importance of the-sequential left-right habits established 
from early childhood should now'be'clear, the historical survey may now 
proceed to a' discussion of "sensitivity” factors which occupy some of the 
tiiaa-apace dimension between the stimulus and response.
uS e n s i t i v i t y  factors
The tern "sensitivity’1 lias certain connotations implying eer- 
tain peripheral (mostly retinal) explanations. Unfortunately.this factor 
is not as, uncomplicated as the. i tew ’’sensitivity” would .lead one to be­
lieve. It is better thought of as an at tensity, or clarity,, or confuse- 
bllity fee ton this is a broader term and allows, for tm m m p lm & t& xy
Functionally described* this factor creates most accurate per­
ception in areas near fixation. Ear© perceptual accuracy is generally 
an inverse function of the distance of. the stimuli from the original 
point of fixation* If the stimulus has a visible beginning, and, termi­
nation perceptual accuracy at these too points is' relatively keen?-a 
.phenomenon labeled as "end-segregaticra.” It Is in some, respects analogous 
to perceptual span (Harems, 1958a; Hareum, 19S8c>, in some respects analo­
gous to central.,, paracentral* .and peripheral visual acuity (Knehr, 1941), 
and in other respects perhaps more of a psychophysical dimension. The 
existence of at tensity factors cannot logically be ruled out of m y dis­
cussion of visual perception, yet the specifying, of the exact nature of
these factors is difficult indeed*
Knehr (1941) in testing acuity in central (0* eccentric)., para­
central (to 43* eccentric) and peripheral (43* to 172* eccentric) areas 
.with the Landolt ring found a monotonic increase in recognition errors 
as a function of eccentricity* The stimuli were tachistoscopically pre­
sented for .013 sec. The distributions of errors on both sides of center- 
m m  not, however, alike as there, was a general tendency for the left
side to contain fewer errors than the right.
Both.Mishkin and Forgays (1952) .and,.Heron (1957) found that as
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stimuli were presented at various eccentric positions the recognition 
was poorer as the eccentricity was Increased,
the above results support the existence of an attensity factor, 
description of the functional ..shape of ■this .factor'Cannot J>o,.positive* 
ly given, the' results of both Jta&br Clt4l> and-of .Miahlsto and forges- - 
(1952) resemble the normal ogive of a frequency .distribution-hut. the, 
shape is not clear. Heron’s gradient can only he described'as linear* 
Hypotheses, attempting to account,.,.for the components combining to,, create- 
the .attensity factor are numerous because -there ..are, -many,, correlates.:.©! 
its general shape* The first correlate is anatomical. Illustrations 
of retinal-cone density as a function distance from-the-center of the 
fovea show a decreasing number of .these, receptors with increasing dis­
tances fro® the center of the fovea (Pirenne, 194B).
Harcum (1958a, 1958c) has empirically 'derived what he calls 
the .perceptual span in a two-dimensional field* .These -early derivations ■ 
showed the span to be elliptical* with the, geometric, center at the fixa­
tion .point* This shape was- derived, from experiments involving the, 
tactiletoseopic presentation #f binary patterns, oriented according to the 
eight major compass points-^that .is separated by 45°. The elliptical 
shape of the spaa, shows that sensitivity Is maximal in the east .and west 
(horizontal) '.orientation 'and .minimal, in the north and' south (vertical.) 
orientation," .-This .span-.was illustrated by two concentric ellipses, the 
smaller.. showing the: area: of ’’clear1* perception .and., the larger the. area 
of poor perception*., The span*- then, is not .considered -as. an absolute 
real entity! it is not a single question of good visibility within the 
span and poor visibility outside the span* . Rather the borders must be 
considered' as • 'some: • level* • of -"an. attensity. gradient, which provides re la- ■
tively clear perception near, the center and which gradually diminishes 
to- unclear perception'as.- the .peripheries, are. approached.
0yer and harcimi Cln press* a) t achi s cos cop teal Xy exposed ten** 
.element binary patterns containing., hath .black elements and gray elements 
as well as-unfilled .elements.- the results shoved that reproductive 
accuracy was. gene rally poorer for the- gray elements than for the black-**
.. thereby demonstrating the importance of the- actual, physical intensity t 
of the. stimuli-for their re c ogni zab i1i ty. €siap (in press.)#, using ten* 
element binary patterns fcachi&toseopieally exposed# varied in two ex­
periments element darkness and site as a direct function of errors made 
on-a previous experiment, lie results showed that attensity factors 
seem .to he.' highly ■ important determiners of reproduction accuracy only 
in the foveal area; beyond the macular .area they seemed not to in­
fluence perception' significantly.. 'these results parallel quite closely 
the cone'density of .the human retina*
the -natures of each of. the possible factors related' to at tensity 
cannot* then# he accurately specified*, they are doubtless interrelated- 
peripheral and central factors which are both direct correlates of 
anatomical facts.
Mnemonic 'factors
If errors- in reproducing binary patterns are- plotted as a 
function of the serial position of the elements# a meaningful relation* 
ship appears, there is# .with simultaneous presentationt often, a miaitaum 
of errors ah the extreme left# a relative- minimum at "the extreme right# 
and a maximum' just to the right of center with a small decrease adjacent 
to the fixation point, this might be predicted assuming a left-to-right
motor component of the perceptual process, th e shape would be reversed, 
with a right-left motor component. It will be recalled that the motor 
component in itself allows only for.prediction of right-left differences 
fill# prediction is based on the hypothesis that the portion of the pat­
tern Which 1# m m  first 1# remembered best -(i.e.* a primacy effect).
It will be shown that the actual shape of the function must be primarily 
derived from the mnemonic components.
the element-positlon error-function bear# a strong resemblance 
to the classic bowed serial position curve found in serial learning data 
Since the task of the Q is generally to reproduce the configuration 
which he has Just seen, there is naturally a time lapse between the 
receptor stimulation and the following motor response, -this means that 
the basic concern is with intervening mediators occurring within the 
stimulus-response Interval. Soma of these mediators have already been 
described in terms of neural motor events. In standard serial learning 
experiments these sequential characteristics are inherent in the method 
of presentation.
Crosland (1939) tachistoscopically exposed nonsense words 
using both the simultaneous and successive methods of presentation. An 
analysis of error# at each letter position yields curve# similar to the 
bowed serial-position curve, under conditions of successive exposure, 
the same general effect, with a marked increase in accuracy near the 
fixation point la shown under conditions of simultaneous exposure. 
Anderson (1946) tachistoscopically exposing English and Hebrew nonsense 
word# bisected by the fixation point clearly demonstrated a function 
similar to the serial-position curve in his analysis of errors at each 
letter position, the study of Anderson and Eos# (1955) also sheds
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enough empirical light to ho briefly mentioned again,. A more careful
analysis of their data concerning the general superiority of the upper- 
right -section of the matrix over the lower-left section of the matrix 
may now be undertaken, Considering first the results for each five-
by-five matrix taken as a whole, the upper*left .square'' in each case
shows the most correct reproductions,, hut the lower-right square in no 
case shows the fewest correct reproductions. In every case the lower- 
right square contains more correct reproduction# than- Its two adjacent
squares to the left, this effect being most pronounced for the matrices
;
containing, words and Buyers, hooking at the 15 horizontal rows of five-
. /*
'/squares in the five'matrices this serlal-position effect 1# less strong*
In 12 of the- rows— slightly under half— the extreme left ceil contains 
more correct reproductions than the adjacent cell on its right, mad the 
extreme right cell contains more correct reproductions than the adjacent 
ceil on its left., this seems to he most pronouncedjin the matrices con­
taining geometric..figures and numbers, although these results, are 
weaker support than those cited for the matrices as a whole, they are 
still considerably better than chance factors would produce.
If the results cited, above do represent a genuine serial- 
position effect other common properties should be- demonstrable. Ward 
.£193?$ demonstrated & positive, transfer effect between successive lists 
of nonsense syllables serially learned. Anderson and Ross (1955) also 
showed a positive transfer effect on- recall accuracy between successive 
-matrices ■ viewed., beaming curves were obtained for all horizontal rows 
of five cells. In general the rows of poorer original reproduction 
showed greater learning, than the rows of more accurate original repro­
duction, fhis differential lemming was demonstrated by Robinson and
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Browa <1926) using ten-item l i s t s  of nonsense syllables* their results 
shew that the greatest1 absolute error decrease from trial to trial 
generally' occurs- in- the center of 'the list where more errors are ■made- 
on'the early trials*
"If■binary-pat tero: parceptionie related to serial-leaming 
phenomena, 'perceptual accuracy should increase 'with practice. Oyer- and 
itareem (in press, c) found that, iferrors are plotted as a function of' 
number of presentations -O'negatively accelerated learning curve is- ob*: 
taihed* this curve ■-■appears' to be asymptotic after -nbhht 1,500 present 
rations* The loci "Of 'these changes '-are not known with any degree' of 
certaintywhether the improvement involves m  increasing span, better 
organisation' and retention* a more efficient scanning-'process-,, or-a 
complex combination of these is still■an unanswered question.
Changes ■ in• the shape of the' serial-position ■ function- ■ as - m-': 
function of practice'' In the verbal' learning situation are shown by 
Lepley <1939) . • He.' found that the proportion - of" total errors' made on the 
first half of the list tended to-decrease with practice; the error curves 
after practice ■ appearing to'be1 more "skewed to the left, hepley states 
that this change maywelt be created by an increase la the span of' 
attention* That' is, as’practice with''the material increases perhaps 
the JL is able' to assimilate more units'into a .unitary group*
Only one atteiapt has been'made thus far to isolate this 
mnemonic factor'from fatal-error function's in a' binary task (Earcuta & 
Hartman, in press).. : The-' resulting curves for '-errors as a function' of 
element-position are virtually indistinguishable ■ from: serial-position 
curves obtained'from the learning- of eight-syllable lists of nonsense 
syllables- plotted after 'McCrary and. Hunter <1953). This method utilises
mm  the dependent .variable- the; percentage of. the total errors a t each. 
serial position rather than the absolute errors at each 'position, 
operationally defined in terms of the measured response .■(errors)'..there 
seems to be no important difference.between the "serial-position effect** 
and the mnemonic. component under discussion*
the ..above.xasult.s.,illustrate th a t the.-error, distributiom 
obtained'in hinary*pattarit studies are ,oot.,the outcome of. some specific 
attribute of the visual system but are rather attributes of. a more gen* 
era! sort of information assimilation and retention mechanism, of the 
central nervous, .system.
the £ resent theoretical Orientation'
'the present ’theoretical orientation is essentially based on 
a fTpos t-exposerai process" logically taodified after Heron (1957) t# 
account for the empirical facts of binary-patterri recognition. These 
implicit'«?fcor''c«m^ oneafs'of visual perception which' parallel the two 
basic'eye movements used in reading are assumed 'to be’operating in the 
perception of tachistoscopically presented binary patterns, the left* 
to-right movement which parallels saccadic.-eye movements is referred to 
as a scanning process* '-'The direction of this'scan'is influenced, but 
■not completely determined by’the'reading habit* ft-is 'not unidirection* 
■ail it may move from left to right or from'right to left depending, on 
. the' specific stimulus conditions' present* The- empirical shape of the 
‘error distribution as' a function of- the distance of the individual 
elements' from the' point of fixation, and< as a function of the orien­
tation of the total pattern relative to'the point of filiation shows 
that this simple motor component must be somewhat modified and extended 
if the description of the process is'Co be’ considered complete* These 
'error'"curves’geUeialiy'-reseWble the’ classic'bowed serial-position error 
curves’ encountered in serial learning esspecieisnts* The 'direction of 
these curves is defined by the relative number of' errors' on the right 
and left sides of the pattern, if more error# appear on the right, it 
is. said that the curves show a ie’ft-to*right 'directionality; If more
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errors appear on the left, the- converse is said to he true, this 
directionality is determined by the. assumed direction of the ©canning 
process and reflect© the primacy effect previously described, the 
basic shape of the curve is then determined by mnemonic and organ!* 
rational factors, in which the direction is determined by implicit 
motor factors.*
tensity factors are also assumed to influence the per* 
ceptual response by creating a more accurate perception for stimuli 
m m  the.point of fixation, this effect is assessed to. decrease pro* 
portions! ly with the distance of the individual elements from the point 
of fixation*
Experiment I: Purpose of the Study
the present research has two purposes, the first is to 
ntttittpfc to fill the data gap between the two presentation methods pro* 
viously discussed (i.e., simultaneous vs, successive modes). There 
has been prolific research performed with binary patterns bisected by 
fixation (simultaneous method); there has been slight* but rather con­
clusive, research performed with binary patterns either all on the right 
or all on the left of the fixation point (successive method). Ho other 
conditions of horizontally oriented stimuli -have yet been studied. Only 
one step in the transition from left-successive to right-successive pre­
sentation therefore* is available* By locating' patterns in all meaning­
ful orientations between these two extremes (eight- new orientations using, 
ten-element targets)* the -nature of this transitional process can be 
studied* If the present theoretical orientation is correct* the results 
at these intermediate locations should be predictable, the predictions 
serve as the first experimental hypotheses* It is hypothesized that as 
the pattern is "moved" from a position such that it is totally on the 
right of fixation through the nine intermediate position* until, it is 
wholly to the. left, of fixation* the resulting error distributions 
change in a coherent manner. That is* fewer errors occur for the left 
half of the pattern than for the. right when the'greater proportion of 
the pattern falls on the right side of the fixation point. As the larger
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part of the .pattern- appears ©a the left of 'the-, fixation point* the 
resulting distribution of errors shows ©ore errors.for' the left half 
of the pattern as compared with- those for the.-right: half* It is expect- 
ed that, this transition occurs gradually, and that; the error distribu­
tions pass through, a period,, of sytii&atry during, the transition* The 
.point of symmetry is considered to mean the point at which the left-to- 
right scan disappears* and before It is replaced by -an- organised -right* 
to-left -scan of -the .pattern* Aminimnm of errors on the left side'of 
the pattern- .indicates that the. reading <le£t»to*right scanning) habit 
is still dominant, while a miniraua of .errors, on the right side of the 
pattern indicates that the right-to-left scan is dominant*
the second purpose of. this research Is to study systematically 
changes in the perception of binary patterns as a function of practice. 
Since it Is virtually impossible to obtain a sufficient amount of data 
from a single g 'in a single session for all of the eleven .possible 
orientations used in this study* the same patterns were viewed once a 
day over a period of ten days by six Os. Oyer and Harcum Cih press* c) 
have shown that reproduction accuracy in a similar task improves as a 
function of practice* The second hypothesis is, therefore* that there 
is a negatively accelerated decrease, in errors of pattern reproduction 
as a function of the amount of practice in viewing and reproducing the 
patterns.
Method'
Observers
The Gs were three' mm' and three women undergraduate students 
of the Co liege of William end Mary, who-.were paid ..for-their services. 
'Each had 20-20.vision .or'better*.
Apparatus
The apparatus used was a Harvard-type tachistoscope designed 
and -constructed by the E (see Appendix A>. Two four-watt fluorescent 
tubes illuminated the pre-exposure field at approximately 1.9 £t-L.
(see Appendix B)» A small V *  located in the' -center of this field 
served as the fixation point* Four four-watt fluorescent tubes illu­
minated the exposure field at approximately 1*5 ft-L. (see-'.Appendix B). 
"The. targets were horizontally located in this field; the center-of’the 
elements was at the same vertical height as the fixation point* The 
exposure time was controlled by a Lafayette 12-MG electronic interval 
timer, which was adjusted to yield an exposure duration of approximately 
100 msec, for the stimuli (see Appendix C). The targets were presented 
by depressing a push-button switch which activated the interval timer. 
This - switch was arranged such that the G could depress it with -either 
his hand or hi© foot*
The targets consisted of a total of 154 binary patterns 
eoqpoeed of ten circular elements arranged in -a horizontal row. A 
binary pattern was generated by taking a row of ten printed circles
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and blackening some in with India Ink* while leaving other circles tin* 
.filled* Each circular elemeatwas 2.5ima. in diameter* and subtended 
approximately 7* of visual angle at a distance of 23.5 in* Each row 
of ten elements was 44 tan. wide, and subtended a visual angle of approx­
imately 2° 13*. targets were constructed such that each aerial position 
contained an equal number of filled .and unfilled'elements''through the 
total of all patterns. Fiveofthe targets contained four filled ale* 
.taunts* four contained five filled elements; and five contained six 
filled'elements.- the 154. targets were divided into 11 groups'of 14 
targets each--one group for each of the 11 possible target positions 
relative-to the fixation point. Each of these groups contained idea* 
tlcal sets of 14 different patterns* these patterns are reproduced In 
Appendix D.
the order of. target presentation for the first session'was 
randomised without replacement according to a ■ table of random numbers. 
Scoring of the results was accomplished' by using sets of templates or 
keys which corresponded to 14 pattern columns on the response-recording 
sheets. For purposes of convenience new templates for each of" the ten 
experimental sessions were not constructed* Therefore, 'the entire 
orders of presentation- for the final nine sessions were not randomised* 
Instead the randomised targets were divided Into eleven equal groups 
which corresponded, to the successive groups of 14 targets shown in the 
first session* This meant that serial order within the groups stayed 
the same in all sessions* hut that the serial order between the groups 
could be randomly varied for the remaining sessions* In order to re* 
duee the information gained from the withia-group serial-order each 
group was shown, in reverse order on alternate sessions.
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fit® response-recording sheets consisted of three columns 
of 14 rows of tea: unfilled circles mimeographed on white paper*
Procedure
Before the first session each 0 was given instructions as 
to: the nature of the task and' the nature of the apparatus* fie was 
shown how to present - the stimuli to himself 'using either 'hi® ''hand ’or 
his- foot (most seemed to prefer’the latter method). The k explained 
that the Q was free to'rest whenever-he wished; at least one rest was 
encouraged, hut not 'enforced, by the E. As a final check that the j§ 
fully understood the procedures* the O presented five targets to him­
self and attempted to reproduce them on a sample response-recording 
sheet* Following this each of the 114 targets was/viewed and repro­
duced by the O. The target® were then fumed upside-down and their 
respective mirror images presented and reproduced* There'was, then, "a 
total of 308 target® per session* There were -fen such sessions. The 
remaining nine sessions proceeded exactly a® the first* except that the 
introduction -and practice were' omitted. Each © completed only one 
session on a given day, the normal schedule being one session per day 
on Bonday through Friday for two successive weeks* If the 0a were 
unable to attend an experimental session, the missed sessions were 
made up on the following Saturday. The total time required for a 
single session ranged from about .30' sain, to about 120 -tain* for differ* 
eat 0s *
One error was scored: for each element filled in the target, 
but left blank by the 0 on the response-recording sheet; and one error 
was scored for each blank element on the target that was filled by the
m0 on the score sheet* Errors .yere tallied os a function of fixation
locution and serial .position. of, the ■ elements. for,each - session for,.
ench,J|*
The errors made by each O at each element position and at 
each fixation location. for each experimental session are shorn in 
Tables I through VI in Appendix,E.
learning Curves
fig* 1 shows means of errorsper Q per element 3#^a function
{ ' • i ?' -
Of 'sessions^for'the six Os,. Table I .presents th©se_;data numerically*
The curve' is negatively accelh'^ ited and - ^abatae# asymp to tic at about
Session 7. A Sign test" shows a felixc^ ie difference in errors between
\j , . '
Session I and Session: 1C Cp* ;0i6,:oae~talled).; The hypothesis, that
errors would decrease with-practice Is, therefore^ supported.
/ X
Error Distribution
Figi 2 shows means of errors per 0-per element per session 
for each.of the 11 locations of fixation, Table 2 presents these data 
numerically. In order to show'.'the decrease in errors resulting, from 
increased practice,, two curves are plotted, for .each of the 11 sets of 
coordinates*,; The solid line represent# error# for Sessions % through 5, 
and the dotted line represents, .errors, for.Sessions 7 through ID. Session 
1 was eliminated from this .■analysis because, without exception,; the first 
session yielded more irregular and less orderly functions; it seems to 
have served as an introduction to the task# In order to keep the number 
of sessions equal for the comparison of the early and late portions of
2V
Mean errors per element averaged for the six Os for each of 
the ten.sessions of Exp. I.
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Table I
Keans of E rro rs per Element per Exposure fo r the 
Six Observer# fo r the fen  Session# o f Experiment I
OBSERVER
1 2 3 4
SiSSSCS
5 0 7 8 9 10
M*0* *339 • 320 .293 ,252 .244 ,230 , 218 .178 ,204 • 220
MU9T, .390 ,390 * 351 .370 .348 .343 .311 *314 .309 .309
O.R. ,305 *308 , 309 .283 ,283 .294 . 272 .268 *276 .257
■o#x»# *430 *401 . 378 .347 *331 ,313 . 270 * 258 *273
C.H. *429 .384 .400 .308 *335 . 352 .228 *351 .319 *328
K.S. . 302 . 348 .328 *352 *315 *271 *274 ,234 .229 ,227
KSAK .387 .368 ,343 *329 *310 *300 * 281 *269 , 2.66 .269
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Fig* 2. Mean errors per element; position on the early and late trials 
averaged for the six Os for each of the II fixation conditions 
of gxp* !•
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Eafele 2
Means 0 i Errors per Element per Observation under Steven Fixation 
Conditions in tbe Early and Late Stages of Experiment I
Ei«m&t*$0sittoxt from teft
fM * <Itaxis . .. . 1 . . 2 ..  3. 4 :5 . . . 6 . 7 ..a 9 ..rill$L
I E * * 144 .275 .345 .431 ,474 .491 ,488 .473 .425 .419
*>•
0
1, ■4 + %m .153 ,2.23 ,288 .372 ♦■441 .467 ,415 .406 . 369
2
*
♦ - B
•
1 .028 ,203 • 260 .315 .421 .416 .488 .430 .441 .428•* ■ 4 ■« .020 .098 ,159 ,172 ,173 .■343 ,456 ,370 .386 .361
3
m
*+ E
s
#* .031 .107 . 313 .330 . 382 ,419 .461 .443 ,447 .412
■4 1* r .022 .056 ,190 .191 .250 .303 .385 ,375 .388 .358
4
•
•# E
s
: ♦ 022 .058 ,148 .331 .391 .397 ,438 .443 .450 ,404
*
1* i .011 .049 ,104 .212 .275 .,235 .380 .388 .337 .340
5 1 E
«'
: .034 .099 .168 ,248 .430 ,397 .422 .434 ,446 .383
■.» &
•
#■
4'
.025 .101 .144 ,200 .337 .389 .395 .377 .351 . 302
6
*•
*-
* 1
'4
«
* .081 .159 .224 .270 .352 .443 .418 .407 .377 ,346
S'
4.
I.
*
• .056 .127 .203 ,211 .264 .358 .361 .334 .294 .263
7
*
: g
!
♦
* .126 .239 .324 .343 .392 .428 .450 .377 ,319 .311
t
%
I, 4
•
*080 .172 ,276 .291 ,312 .312 .369 ,296 .258 .215
a
«’
t 1
*
*
• .180 .251 • 331 . 366 .363 ,393 .391 .375 .294 .239
t
*,
1* 4-♦ .138 .205 .267 .325 .319 .342 * 333 ,330 .194 .257
9
¥:
*• g * .177 .281 .382 ,422 -.413 .410 .400 .382 .312 ,110
44
£
4 .130 ,208 .296 .345 .368 ,352 .352 ,330 .209 .135
It
*r
*• E
J
t .235 .325 .415 .437 .437 .424 ,392 .369 ,367 .238
; L i .168 .260 .302 .375 .355 . 369 .345 .312 .261 .175
II 4• E
*
•
« .205 .209 .438 .422 ,406 ,443 .425 .401 .367 .294
* #>» .177 .267 .328 .431 .406 .401 .357 .324 .290 ,217
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Fig. 3. Mean errors for the right, and left targe fc**halves on the early 
and late trials averaged for the six Os for each of the 11 
fixation conditions of Exp. .1*
$7
the experiment* Session 6 wed also eliminated from this analysis, 
these results show that there were only two reversals of the curves 
(i. e. * fewer errors on the right half of the target than on the: left 
half) out of the 22 curves attorn* These results are perhaps more 
clearly seen, in fig. 3 and Table 3* which show means of errors per O 
net element -per session for the right .and left halves of the pattern 
as a faaeclea of the fixation location# In. only two oases are there 
more errors on'the left, side of the pattern than on the, right sideb­
and these differences are slight. Figs. % and 3’ show that there is a 
tendency toward reversal*, the error distribution does become more 
nearly symmetrical as -more of the elements .appear'' to the left of 
fixation, fig. 3 shows that the right-left differences'are virtually 
non-existent for the: cases where seven, or .more elements fall on the 
left of fixation. This difference is not altered with practice.
This failure of the curves to reverse themselves in incon­
sistent with the results of .past studies (Hareum, 1958b; Camp, In 
press). It does not corroborate the curve-reversal, hypothesis*
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■fahle 3
Ueam of Errors .g>er: Exposure per 01)server for
the Left a*i8 Eight Target Helves for the, Early and Late 
Sessions of Experiment |
side r t t io & m  t m m t m
1 2 3 4  -3 6 7 8 9 18
L- .334 .243 ,233 ,198 *196 .21? .285 *278 .335 ,378 .351
R .437 *441 ,436 .427 .416 ,378 .385 ,337 .337 ,338 ,386
1* *228 ,144 . 140 ,138 ,.161 ,112 .226 .251' .271 .272 .322
1 .419 .379 .362 . 348 .363 ,322 ,2ft ,271 ,276 .292 ,318
biecesaiom
Error distribution
The errordistributions resulting from reproduction of 
petteras exposed who!ly to the*right of fixation and patteras bisect­
ed by fixation are in agreement with the empirical findings as well 
as with, the theoretical approach taken, Interpolated positions be­
tween the al 1 -to- the* right and ©ne-hal £- to- the* right conditions have 
no empirical counterparts, but they ate in agreement with the. theory., 
these findings would indicate that- the reading habit,, giving rise to 
perhaps implicit left-ta-right scanning processes., is a critical de- 
terminer of the perceptions,- The primacy effect, or tendency to per* 
form more accurately for elements at the beginning of the material*-in 
this case'the left end of the pattern— is evident, and the general 
shape of the curves seems- to closely parallel that of classic aerial- 
position curves. These curves generally have a definite left-to-right 
directionality,
'The. error distributions obtained for pat terns exposed wholly 
to the left of the fixation point do -not agree with previous empirical 
results (Harcum, 1958b; Camp* in press), 'The etror-curves obtained are 
symmetrical» while the errer-cmrve© Obtained In past studies of succes­
sive presentation ©how a Im  point for elements adjacent to fixation, a 
relative low at the most eccentric position from fixation,, and a maxi­
mum just to the left of the geometric center of the pattern. This can
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be mere simply .defined m a right-to-? left directionality, It has been- 
ssstimed that a right-to-left ©canning process pro&ueedfchese results.
The present result# suggest that chi© isaottha ease* . The major dif­
ference between the- present experiment and fast experiments in - binary 
pattern recognition is in the amount of alternative pattern. locations 
relative to-.the- fixation point. -$& Harcum’s <1958b>researeh there- 
Were three .possible orientations*-left, right, and center, ia-€amp%- 
Cin^ press).. research 'there were only two orle»eations--Xe£t and right.
In, the present experiment there were 11 possible .pattern orientations.
It. seems plausible that the di £ferences between the results obtained 
in this experiment and those obtained in past-research .may be accounted 
for in tanas of a decision-making hypothesis. Since the. scheduling of 
stimuli was random in the present" experiment, there should have been no 
predisposition on the " part of the 0 to respond in any given way to the 
stimuli* (i.e., a predetermination of scan direction). This means that 
at some -point la-the perception-response sequence a decision had to be 
made as to Just how to scan the pattern, This decision is part of the 
task of perception; and like a perception, it .requires time. Decision 
reaction-time i s  .significantly influenced by. two major variables,, namely 
the number of choices said the discrimtnabt11ty of the choices (Henmon, 
1906$ iCries & Auerbach, 1877; Merkel, 1835). Considering the two empir­
ical studies cited, it. ■ is seen that there was a maximum of three choices 
to be made, since Harcum's patterns were located in only one of three 
orientations.. It-is likewise evident that--these three choice# are highly 
dlscriminable. It can therefore be postulated that there was sufficient 
time in the total perception for this choice to be made, and the chosen 
scanning direction applied before the neural after-components of the
retinal stimulation had dissipated, Now, considering the present re* 
search, there mere. 11. bases- fox decision; these 11 bases were certainly 
less dieerimiaable merely because of smller spatial differences between 
the various pattern locations,- there are,, then, two possible explana­
tions of the results., the first is simply that the choice behavior 
required so much time that there was little opportunity to make use of 
it m m  it had been made* the result of this, might well be one grand 
decision to respond to all patterns in the same way (i.e., iaft-te-tight 
movements). 'ibis-notion taken alone would predict highly 'simitar error 
distributions‘for all fixation conditions* 'It is-possible- that -this 
**sefcn response conflicts with more basic, -or. at least more efficient 
tendencies -When the majority of-the target falls on-the-left side-of 
the fixation • point (i.e., rlght-to-left- movements), fhis -would- create 
a situation analogous to m  ambivalence at the choice point la s masse.
M  this ambivalence results in alternation behavior, then al tarnation 
behavior should- increase as more elements 'fall on- the left' side-' of the 
fixation point; m d the proportion of right-to**left movements should 
increase1 as more elements fall to-the left'of fixation. *
Learning Effects
One - purpose of this research was to attempt to make a dee* 
criptive analysis of the nature of the- error*decreuse resulting from 
practice. No adequate or accurate generalisations from the data can 
be made concerning tbs,specific nature of these changes.
the results obtained show little evidence of earlier hypoth* 
esized sensitivity factors.- It is believed that this may be due to the 
type of response^ recording. * sheet used since the & probably organizes
his perceptions la such a way as to minimize the difficulty of pattern 
reproduction. la this experiment the two extreme fixation-locations 
<1. and ll> can he said to subtend a horizontal length of 20 elements 
bisected by the- fixation cross* The response sheets used contained 
only ten blank elements and no:-fixation cross* Therefore, it is prob­
ably not maximizing reproduction ease to consider the target orientation 
inportant as a mnemonic or organizational aid in this task* The important 
factor must be the structure of the pattern itself* knowing the loca* 
tioo'of the fixation cross is of little value when the reproduction 
sheet contains no fixation cross, Since the hypothesized attensity 
factors are so closely allied to the point of fixation, it seems prob­
able from both a logical point of view as well as from the actual data 
that at tensity factors were of minor importance in the- perceptual zc* 
sponse.
It can now perhaps be stated that the changes occurring with 
practice must be changes in the previously discussed mnemonic components 
probably accompanied by m  increased motor efficiency,.- Except for the 
extreme left elements of the targets, which showed only a small error 
decrease, the error decrease at each element position is apparently 
not lawfully variable, Lepley (1939) found that the percentage of 
errors made on the first half of the syllable list became progressive­
ly smller with practice; there are no such indications in the present 
results.,- lepley attributed this’to a broadening of the span of 
attention. If this span of attention is analogous to the perceptual 
span mentioned previously, lepley*s results may still bear on the 
present data.
The error decrease in the .present research must be the result
of m  increased scanning efficiency; this is rather vague terminology 
at -best* What is meant by ^increased ©canning efficiency" is first mi 
■'actual Increase-la motor performance, .and,, second,, m  increase in the 
general efficiency of the mnemonic processes*^perhaps accompanied by 
a-wideaiog of - the perceptual span* Perhaps the best analogy to be 
drawn is a comparison of the present .results'to the ostensible outcome 
of training in ■■reading; skills*- There are several measures of reading 
efficiency,; the- improvement of which'defines- mi' increase in the reading 
skill, dmong these measures are increase in span--and the- related in­
crease -in reading speed plus the ability to assimilate .and retain a 
greater amount of the information in the written -material* It is 
probable that the present decrease in. errors reflects- all of the above 
components* However it is- impossible, either m  a subjective or an 
objective level, to analyze the relative strengths of these probable 
sources in improvement*
Experiment M i Purpose of the Study
Exp.* X yielded error-distributions which appeared to be 
derived mostly from mnemonic and organizational factors with little evi­
dence to support the existence of attensity^aensitivity factors* It
%fm possible that because of a lack of a reference point, on. the response 
sheet corresponding to the point of fixation, on the target,., the import 
taut factor in recall and reproduction was the internal structure of the 
pattern, rather than its position in the visual field relative to the 
fixation point*
Exp* 11 was designed -to test a new hypothesis specific to the 
new response situation, plus the two hypotheses of Exp. I. The first 
hypothesis is that the error distributions obtained demonstrate a 
'•-lowering of errors near- the point-of fixation regardless of. the location 
of the pattern relative to the fixation -cross when the fixation cross Is 
represented on the reaponse-reproduction sheet*
In Exp, II. the re sponae - recording sheets consisted of rows of 
twenty blank elements bisected fcy an '‘x", which represented the fixation 
cross, Using this type of response form, it was hypothesized that the 
resulting distributions of errors m  m function of element-position 
would show a decrease In errors near -the fixation point. This' is 
because in all cases, except in the two where the target'is either 
Wholly to the right or to the left of the fixation point, the end of the 
row of blank elements on the response form does not serve as an adequate
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reference point or boundary for the response. In nil target orien­
tations the fixation point must non serve as the- basic reference
point* the postulated mnemonic factors must still exist for the per*
ception of internal structure of the pattern.
the- second hypothesis is that learning* as measured by a 
decrease in errors with practice of binary ^pattern reproduction*
occurs, the third is that when the majority of pattem-eleraents fall
on the right side of the fixation point.* the error distribution has a , 
left-right directionality (i.e.» more accurate reproduction of the left 
target-half than the right half); as more elements fall on-the left of 
the fixation point* the distribution passes, through a state of symmetry 
until it-finally reverses its direction (i.e. , m m  accurate reproduction 
of the right target-half than the left).
Method
Observers
the Os were .one'-.mm-.and two women .-undergraduate^ students of 
the College of William.and Mary,whowere paid-,for their aerviecs.'/Eaeh 
had f0*20 'vision or better.
Apparatus
The tachist©scope, targets, and- presentation sequences were
. Identieni, to ■ those _ need in Exp, ,;f* ; However, ^ the, response*recording , 
.-sheets were constructed differently from those used in Isp* t* The 
response-recording template for each observation consisted of 20 un­
filled circles with m  representing the 'fixation point located 
between the tenth, and eleventh elements. Each response sheet consisted 
of 23 such templates arranged in two columns and 14 tows.
Procedure
The nature'of the rash was explained to the O exactly as. it, . 
had beendone in'Exp, I* As,.before, there, were-ten separate experiment, 
tel/. sessions^ -: each consisting: of; the exposure and reproduction of ,303 
targets ;presented ■ in > random' order,#
■ Again one error was scored for each .element, filled, in the 
target, but left blank by the 0 on the response-recording sheet; and 
one' error was scored-for. each blank-■element, on the target that was 
filled by & on the score sheet#
Results
the totals of errors made by each 0 at each element-pos i t ion 
for each fixation location within each experimental session are shown 
in the tables in Appendix F.
Learning Curves
Fig. 4 shows the means of errors per element for each 0 as 
a Junction of the ten sessions. Because the data are skewed the 
curves are plotted separately. Table 4 shows this data in numerical 
form. The lower two curves in Fig. 4 are negatively accelerated and 
become asymptotic at about Sessions 5 or 6. The upper curve shows no 
learning and Is essentially flat. In all cases the final session 
yielded fewer errors than the first session.1- The learning hypothesis 
is supported by two of the three Os.
In comparing the present learning curves with those obtained 
in Exp. I* it was found, using the Mann-Whitney U-Test, that the errors 
made on the first session did not differ significantly (8 ! 4; p 5 .262) 
between the two groups, but that the errors made on the final session did 
differ significantly (U * 0; p - .025) between the two groups. This 
would imply that greater learning was shown in Exp. I them in Exp. II.
 ^ The reliability of these differences cannot be tested because even 
the one-tailed probability of a consistent unidirectional change based 
on a binomial expansion Is about #125, meaning that random variance 
would produce these results one time out of eight.
F ig . 4* Mean errors per element for the three Os for each of the. ten. 
sessions' of .&tp* .II*
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Table 4
Means of Errors per Sternest per Exposure for the 
Three Observers for' the Ten Sessions of Experiment II
i 2i
UK* .426 .396
G.», .441 .434
3.S, .426 . 394
w&m .432 .414
S6SS1GS*
3 4 5' 6
.329 .356 .373 #363
.450 .457 .450 .441
.369 .131 .368 .350
*199 .382 .397 .384
7 8 9 10
364 .350 .346 *343
453 .447 .454 .436
341 . 345 .332 .329
386 .380 . 377 .369
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Error distribution
fig. 5 shows the means of errors per element per exposure 
averaged for ell Os plotted as a function of eleaent-position for each 
of the eleven locations of the fixation point* Again the solid line 
shews the results for Sessions 2*5 and the broken line the errors for 
Sessions 7-10. table 5 -shows these data- in numerical form.
It can be seen that the major effect of practice is a rather 
large decrease in errors in the vicinity of the fixation cross; there 
is no pronounced decrease in errors resulting from practice?in any 
other target area. In fact* there is a tendency toward a compensatory 
increase in errors in the target peripheries in many cases.
The shapes of the curves for the final four sessions are 
extremely consistent; the points of minimum errors lie just to the 
right of fixation without exception. In the majority of cases elements 
three or four positions eccentric from the fixation point yield fairly 
flat curves; this stabilization is at about 0.5 errors per element. 
Chance expectancy in this experiment (i.e., 0 fills in all elements or 
leaves all elements blank) is exactly 0.5 errors per element since half 
of the elements in each position were filled and half were unfilled. 
Therefore* errors made three or four elements eccentric from the fixa­
tion point were seldom much greater or less than sheer chance factors 
would produce. The first hypothe sis--that a lowering of errors near 
the fixation point would occur— is supported*
Fig. 6 shows the means of errors per element per exposure 
averaged for all 0s plotted as a function of the fixation-point location 
for the five elements composing the left half of the target and the five 
elements composing the right half of the target. Sessions 2-5 are shown
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Pig. 5. Mean errors per element position on the early and late trials
averaged for the three Os for each of the 11 fixation conditions 
of Exp. IX.
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fable 5
Means of Errors per Element per Observation under Eleven fixation 
Conditions in the'Early and hate- Stages of Experiment II
Element-Fosifcion from heft
fix. StaKe i -2 3: - 4 5 6 7 .-.8.. 9 10
1 * E 4• . 202 .196 *258 ,392 .529 .461 ,464 .449 .485 .438
# h 4Ht .157 .127 ,199 ,330 .664 ,443 ,467 .446 .538 .476
a : $ 1 .208 .282 .279 .336 .434 .502 ,514 *428 .494 .488
*« V 4-• .244 * 223 .196 .336 .452 .494 ,482 ,428 ,520 .494
3 $ E .282 .220 .315 ,315 .437 .440 .497 .446 .488 .488
■a♦ h -4 .380 .250 .217 .241 .386 .452 .553 , 500 • 502 ,473
4 •** I .313 .360 .276 .321 . 360 ,369 .547 .470 ,464 .455
*» 1* ♦4 .308 .392 .252 .166 .252 ,395 ,470 *443 ,502 ,485
5 % E 44 .387 .422 .357 .303 .363 .398 *389 .455 ,434 .440
n
• h 4 .395 .437 ,377 .244 .202 .285 .363 .485 .431 ,401
6 ♦# E 4« *386 .443 .508 .404 .357 ,363 ,380 ,336 .431 .392
i % $ .389 ,514 ,565 ,434 ,261 .217 .264 .416 ,413 .366
7 -*• S t .461 .485 .553 ,437 .401 .312 . 324 .303 .247 ,294
♦♦ t» I .416 .422 ,559 .470 .446 .276 ,202 .175 .312 ,273
8 * E 0 .449 ,425 . 508 ,479 ,419 ,395 ,279 .309 V 235 .261
: % m4 ,485 ,464 .485 .532 .491 .419 .229 .205 .166 .264
9 4; E: 4 ,455 .449 .479 .491 .502 .502 .398 .267 .238 ,190
♦ h «. . .479 .476 .497 ,494 ,473 .500 .380 .211 .148 .142
10 ♦• E * .497 * 520 .488 *505 ,479 ,502 .431 ,360 .300 .145
• h • .455 .482 .467 .485 .434 .511 .354 .303 .208 ,113
11 5 E 3 .494 .520 .383 ,514 .508 .559 .419 ,434 .288 .247
S I* t .497 .491 .455 ,482 ,467 .470 .419 .389 .247 .197
S6
Fig. 6. Mean errors for the right and loft targe£**haivee on the early 
and' late trials averaged for the three Os for each of the ll 
fi&ation conditions of Ixp. II.
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i&fclo 6
Means of Errors par Slaismt per Exposure' per Observer for 
the Left and Eight ‘target -BeWes- for-'the' Early and Late 
Sessions of SxperiMst II
STAOE SIDE FIXAflOM LOCATION
I 2 $' -4 '5 8 7 8 f  '%$ * U
* I# .316 .308 .314 .$26' .,362 .420 .267 ...456 '.*475 .498 .484
1 .469 .485 .472 .461 ,4*3 .380 ,296 .296 .319 .348 .389
L L .255 .290 .291 .274 .331 .433 .663 .491 .483 .464 .478
8 .474 . 483 ,496 . 459 . 393 . 335 . 248 , 257 , 276 , 298 . 351
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by the solid lines m i Sessions 7-10 are shown by the broken lines| 
fable 6 shows these data numerically. figs.- 5 end 6 show that the 
. curves did reverse as the fixation location was ■ changed., the triangle 
representing the fixation location in tig* 5 seems to represent a sort 
of fulcrum or point about which the error functions pivot. As the 
fixation point is move#, from the extreme left of the. target to the 
extreme 'right*', there is a progressive' increasing of errors on the 
left half of the target accompanied by a progressive decreasing of 
■errors on the right half of the target. This reversal is perhaps 
m m  clearly seen in Pig* 6 ■ in which the error-curves . for the right 
and left halves of the target show fewer errors on the left side when 
the majority- of elements fall on the right of the fixation point, and 
.fewer errors m  the ri^ii side when the majority of elements fall, to 
the left of fixation* the crossover or symmetrical point falls 
. slightly to the left of the sixth f ixa. tion-position. therefore, the 
.-reversal hypothesis as stated" is supported.
Discussion
Fruetiee Effects and Error Distribution
The results show that- wry little learning* as defined by 
decreases in errors, occurred in this experiment. Yet the changes in 
the shapes of the actual error distributions show quite definitely that 
perceptual changes did occur with increased practice* This change is^  
worthy of further consideration* it was concluded in Exp. I that the 
response*recording forms induced the use of motor* mnemonic, and or* 
ganizationai factors in the perception and reproduction of the pattern* 
Attensity or sensitivity factors were minimal. The presence of learning 
was statistically demonstrable* and of a greater magnitude than in 
Exp. U. Further, it was not generally concentrated on a specific por* 
tion of the target (i.e., near the fixation point)* as in Exp. XI. The 
present experiment was designed to maximize the sensitivity factors.
The results would indicate that this la exactly what happened; they also 
indicate that the motor components and previously discussed mnemonic 
components are minimal. That they were not completely absent is indi* 
cated by the small primacy effect (fewer errors near the origin of the 
scan) and end*segregation effect (fewer errors made near the termination 
of the scan). Yet it is quite likely that what has previously been 
referred to as sensitivity factors may in reality be nothing more than 
a different way of remembering, or simply a different mnemonic process 
from that yielding standard serial-post tion data, furthermore, these
eo
two mnemonic factors may be thought of as different perceptual responses 
cued by differential attentional factors. With different tasks it may 
be more advantageous to attend to different 'portions of. the - stimuli in 
different ways. When Mishkin .and fprgaye (1552) and Heron (1957) .ruled 
out_attentional factors, as significant determiners of,the perceptual 
■response*- their-procedure was adequate only,as, a method of showing 
. that stimulus-induced attentional factors are not significantly changed 
fey a knowledge of the stimulus location. This is somewhat different 
from concluding that attentional factors are not important determiners 
of.the perception, it is believed that- the present two studies utilised 
methods whereby this factor labeled as "attentions!" can be shown to fee 
of extreme importance.
This discussion .of what has been labeled-.sensitivity or 
attensity factors again brings' up the- role of the anatomical aspects - 
of the receptor geography of the 'retina* -The. question to fee asked is 
whether these error functions in the present experiment do reflect 
solely anatomical differences related to cone distribution in the retina. 
This notion quite logically cannot be disregarded in light of both the 
present results and previous results (Camp, in press). Camp (in press) 
showed that a manipulation of the actual physical strength of the 
stimuli m  a direct function 'of the errors made In previous data re­
sulted in response changes within the foveal area* The changes then 
decreased until they were virtually non-existent in the periphery of 
the -macula* A comparison of the -stimuli employed in Camp1 a experiment 
with those of the present experiment shows them to be virtually identi­
cal with respect to number of elements and visual angle subtended fey 
the pattern. Reference to Fig. 5 shows that in general a decrease of
errors- occurs adjacent to the fixation point primarily in the fovea I 
region (about-the distance sub tended by two elements on each side of 
fixation}* This decrease of ..errors -further decreases until it becomes 
non^exis tent be fore the macular periphery (about seven elements on each 
side of fixation)1 'in reached, ■ Beyond'- this--point' errors -s-@etrto--be 
determined relatively by chance factors (i.e., means of-about .5 errors). 
The shape of this' error distribution is highly similar to both percep­
tual acuity-- gradients' and cone- density' in ■ the retina* ; This - might well 
indicate a pure physiological explanation of the present results. It 
is, however, believed that this Is, of secondary importance In the sense 
that one is adding little to the -body of -scientific, knowledge, by saying 
that acuity factors are important determiners of perceptual responses*
The important point is- just why these sensitivity factors a m 1 sometimes 
-dominant and sometimes subordinate in the perception*
An examination of -the changes occurring with practice as .shown 
in. Fig* 5 of the results should aid in a clarification of what-must now 
be meant by the tern -’'sensitivity” in the context of -the present - research. 
If sensitivity is to be'explained in physiological* as-opposed to mnemonic 
and attentional factors, it must be asked-why the error curves for' the 
early sessions (i.e., 2-5) do not show this decrease in errors adjacent 
to the fixation .point. It cannot be logically postulated that there is 
any gross change in central visual -acuity which take# place* The change- 
m m t be in'learning to -use the existing available perceptual mechanisms, 
or simply-in .learning to-attend to the stimulus in a given manner***- 
which ostensibly provides for maximum efficiency under the existing 
condition#, these condition# are determined by both -the. nature of the 
stimulus -and the nature of the task. In the present experiment the
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task' Was such chat a scanning process (which is perhaps induced by the 
linear array of elements) does not serve as m  adequate perceptual 
mechanism for the organisation, retention and reproduction of the hi* 
nary patterns, this is because the task of reproduction doe snoot lend 
itself to. this sort of a perceptual analysis of the stimuli, attending 
serially to the pattern is efficient only when there are serial-like 
reference points on the reproduction form. (i.e. » m  originsand termi­
nation )* Without these reference points* even, though the beginning 
sad end of the pattern may be relatively accurately perceived* their 
spatial locations relative to the- -.specified reference point -(fixation) 
cannot be accurately determined. The reproduction forms used in the 
first experiment contained only the origin and termination - reference 
points# It was hence not efficient m  use the fixation cross as a 
mnemonic reference point* The reproduction forms used in the present 
experiment contained only the fixation location as a mnemonic reference 
■point. Hence it was not efficient to use the target extremes as refer­
ence points.2- The organisation* retention* and reproduction of the 
stimuli were hence oriented toward the fixation location* The targets 
were thus attended to in two different ways in the- two experiments.
Further support for the dominance of scanning process in the 
first experiment and its subordinate role In the .present experiment will 
he briefly discussed* These analyses should he considered parenthetically 
because the methodological validity Is weak* ,tf the assumption can be
It may be sensibly argued that for conditions when the target appeared 
wholly on one side of fixation there is virtually no difference in the 
response sheets. It is assumed that the different error functions for 
these target locations in the. two experiments are produced by the. habit- 
methods of responding which differ between the two experiments.-
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wade that sensitivity fee tots produce a relatively constant effect met 
the fixation point* then a summation of errors for each element position 
i m  all fixafcioa^ point^ locations should reflect the" scanning process
independently of the sensitivity processes,. _..£t is assumed that. the
'sensitivity processes would he adding. a constant number of errors at 
each element position* This analysis was performed In both experiments. 
The resulting error carve for the first experiment was. tndis tinguishible 
from error carves obtained, from the learning of. ten~syllable lists of 
nonsense syllables (McGourtye 1940) when plotted as percentage of total 
errors (see McCrary and Hunter, 1953). The resulting error curve, for 
the-present experiment yielded a much flatter distribution of errors 
indicating that perhaps the processes producing the "normal” serial* 
position curves in the first ■experiment (i.e., scanning, processes) were 
minimal in the present experiment.
Curve Reversals
The results have shewn that the error curves showed a domi* 
nance of errors., on the right half of the target when the majority of 
elements were on the right side of the fixation point, a symmetrical, 
distribution when the target--was bisected by the fixation point, and 
a dominance of errors on the left side of the 'target when the majority 
of elements fell -to the left of fixation* The hypothesis predicting 
these results was based on the use of a scanning .mechanism*- it 'has, 
however, been concluded that the scanning process was subordinate to 
sensitivity processes in the present, experiment. The.se facts are. in* 
consistent even though the hypothesis- seems supported. It is -believed 
that the present results can be adequately accounted-for in terms- of
factors- involving no footor factors at all*. If the perception is cen* 
tered about the fixation pointand no scan occurs,.- it must be that the 
afcirawli are perceived.with-greater clarity .near .this point* Clarity la 
not considered m  a relatively siiaple acuity factor, hut rather.as a., 
faoreeomplex interaction of acuity and rsnesaonic factors*. , The elements 
near the fixation .point are ©ore clearly perceived and ©ore easily; 
located according to their .position;, the nearer - the- element lies to _ 
the reference-; point* the. less confusability as to Its location relative 
to the reference point* Thin definition of clarity alone,would, explain 
the obtained results* Eegardless of how clarity is defined, it is 
obvious that,-when-the scanning process is negligible* perceptual 
-accuracy.jnay:. -be. said' to be an inverse function of the distance of the 
elements item  the fixation point* Hence when one side of the target has 
©ore distant elements fro©- fixation, perception of these ©ore distant 
elements will tend to increase the average errors of reproduction made 
on this side of the target* When the. elements are equatfy distributed. 
on either side of fixation, they should he equally well perceived taken 
in half-target units*
APPENDIX A
SHE WILLIAM AMO MARY TACHIST0SCOPE
A ¥ TIJG* cr*t>T OTTAM 
v w P  Mj**? t  A v f l
The William and Mary Taehistoscope is a somewhat modified 
version of the Ha rvar d fachls to scope * The ii lamination on each field 
consists of a maximum of four fluorescent tubes and a minimum of one 
fluorescent tube. Timing is accomplished by a Lafayette IZ*HG elec­
tronic interval timer modified to produce exposure intervals below .01 
seconds. Inter-exposure . timing can be performed either by the experi­
menter or- the observer by mean# of a push-button type switch, this 
switch may fee depressed with either the" hand or the foot* The lamps 
may fee turned’ on and oft virtually instantaneously, the target fields 
will accept;targets either 6 inches square or 5-1/8 inches square with 
the adapter provided.
m m m  m m m
The power supply provide# all the electrical energy neoes* 
sery for operation of the tacto otoscope excluding the timing clock.
The basic circuit consist# of a /power transformer with a 115 a.c. volt 
primary and a 240 a*c, volt secondary. The secondary voltage- is then 
rectified through four silicon rectifiers in. a bridge circuit. Ripple 
smoothing is accomplished fey a simple filter circuit of two 200 ohm 
resistor# in series with the 8-*- and three 40 mfd, electrolytic capaci­
tors between the B* and 8* line#. The B- circuit is grounded to the
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mfig, I* Scale drawing of .else exterloir appearance of the Williata and 
Mary fachisfeoscope (exc lading p vm x  m p p ty and cables).
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■center tap of the 6.3 a*c. wit filament transform©*, and the B is. 
connected to- the fluorescent tubes through' 2,000 ohm resistors* 411 
• the fluorescent tubes ere paralleled .across the secondary of the fila­
ment transformer such that electricity, flows across.one end-of the tubes 
at.all times.
The power*©# switch-is a toggle .switch located in the front 
panel,#! the power .supply chassis* If. ■the, fuse Is.■ good 'the■ m i pilot 
lamp will light when the power supply is plugged into.-a 115 wit out*
:tefc. and this switch'is placed in the "on" position, 'the. two ganged 
toggle switches with the Incite connector are.wired such that when 
they are up the fluorescent tubes will light and -when' they -are down
the clock. relay will;poll in to- time exposures*
m m t m
flluminatioii Is accomplished by a total of eight 9*5 fluores* 
Cent tubes-, four in  each field and mounted in the triangular housings.
The light is diffused by frosted glass- panes mounted flush, with the in*
side-.of the cabinet.. One end. of these tubes is constantly heated 'by 6*3
wits from the filament transformer, the other ends are shorted and 
paralleled to the 1 in aerie# with a I: *.060 ohm'’ resistor* Opera ting 
current is approximately 120 mils. The i runs through the timer re­
lay and provides the Ignition voltage for the 1 ah$&* Each-tube is 
enclosed in a tube of aluminum screening' which is In turn connected to 
the. chassis. Although there is no electrical circuit, the screening is 
necessary for illumination. If the lamps do not light# they may be 
rotated in their sockets several times. About 5 minutes wam-up time 
for the filaments should be allowed before depressing the: timer activating 
switch several times before actual operation*
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file, timing is accomplished by a Lafayette Instrument Com­
pany 12-MC electronic interval timer. To clock, the exposure time i t  
is only necessary to- place the ganged toggle switches down and ping 
the clock circuit into the proper receptacle, on the hack of the power 
supply. By pressing the presentation switch the clock will run as 
long as the timer relay is closed. Sough timing adjustment is aceoia- 
pitched with the left rotary switch on -the timer * and .fine adjustments 
are made with the potentiometer on the right side of the timer, the 
clock relay is located just to the rear of the timer on the top of the 
power supply chassis.
mmmm mmm mt> mmm ABJvsmmm
the aluminum exposure fields slide in and out of their places 
in m  aluminum channel. The angle of the mirror is adjustable by means 
of the eight set screws in the edges of the mirror frame* The exposure 
and pre-exposure fields may thus be perfectly -aligned by adjusting the 
angle of the mirror. This is accomplished after unplugging the top 
lights and removing the cabinet top.
APPEND! IJt B
mmrnmm m of he FRg~sx?ostm& m-smsm m m  or 
m& mcHisfoscoFs as mm m  msmmsbt »t -two m v sm s
Individw&l frxal Wxpmm
■ S.M.F. 1 1.93 X.50
2 1.00 1.48
0.0.0. 1 1.90 1.38
f t» m 1.41
tteas* Reading i« m 1.48
APPENDIX C
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION, MEAN At® STANDARD DEVIATION SHOWING 
TEMPORAL DURATION IN MSEC. OF THE ELECTRICAL IMPULSE 
WHICH ILLUMINATED THE FLUORESCENT TUBBS IN THE EXPOSURE FIELD 
Of THE TACHISTOSCOPE AS TIMED WITH A STANDARD .01 SEC. ELECTRIC
TIMER
Clock Reading g. X2 fX £X2
(nearest 5 msec.>
8$ 4 8 7,225 4,080 348,800
90 45 8,100 4,050 384,500
95 33 9,023 3,135 297,825
100 114 10,000 11,400 1,140,000
105 4$ 11,023 5,040 529,200
110 11 12,10© 1,210 133,100
115 1 13,225 115 13,225
to ta l s 3§§ 29,030 ' 2*824,850
Mean reading ■& -9®. 7?
Standard deviation■ ■*r 7.15 msec
m $ m m  o 
tm  nmms mnmm m m
o # # # # a # f ft ■#
# o # # # o # o # a
# # 0 #  0 # 0 0 0 #
0 0 0 0 0‘ 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 # 0 # 0 # 0 0 #
0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 # Q
Q 0 0 0 0 # 0 0 0 #
# 0 0 o # -0 0 0 0 0
0 0 # # # #  0 # 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0  # 0
0 0 0 # 0 .0 # # 0 #
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  # 0
O 0 O 0 0 0 0  0 0
0 # .0 t #'# 0 # # 0
# 0 # # 0 0 # # 0 0
# # # 0 0 0 0 0 # 0
0 0 #■ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
# 0 0 # 0 0 0 0 # #  
# ' 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 
0 0 0.0 0 0 0 # 0 0
0 0  0 0 0 '# 0 0 0 -0
# 0 0 # 0 0 0 # 0 0  
§ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 O' 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 #  0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0  0 O 0 0 0 0
n
APPEN0IX £
TOTAL ERRORS AS A FUNCTION OF ELEMENT 
POSITION At© FIXATION LOCATION FOR 
EACH EXPERIMENTAL SESSJONFOR THE SIX 
OBSERVERS IN EXP. I
Table I
Total W im m 'm i £ Function of Elament 
Position and Fixation location fot 
Each' Experimental. Session‘ for 
\ Observer
■S8$at&tf I
Fixation. Element Position TOTAL
i a ,$ 4: s 0. .>.- a t 10
1 ? 11 if if 12 , 12 M 13 16 13 125
I i 9 u 16 •14 13 16 17 13 13 125
s 2 7 13 11 10 14 14 16 13 12 112
4 2 10 11 14 13 14 It 14 11 13 124
'I 12 If 14 13 13 12 10 17 12 .14 140
6 If 12 12 11 12 12 14 14 13 § 123
7 If IS 16 16 14 13 f 9 0 6 121
E 11 16 12 11 14 12 9 9 9 7 110
0 12 10 14 13 If IS 14 11 0 3 115
10 1# 10 9 If If 10 11 12 4 2 101
11 IS IS 12 11 t - i s 19 17 i t 4 127
t o m 111 120 139 140 130 M2 ,152 149 119 97 1323
(Table I continued - C.H.)
Fixation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
IQ
11
tm m
Fixation
i
z
3
4
5
6
7
8 
$
10
11
tom,
SESSION Z 
Slatnsat Position
SESSION 3 
Eleaient Position
t o m
1 z 3 4 $ 6 7 a 9 10
0 6 14 IS 15 13 19 16 12 14 127
0 3 9 13 1$ 15 17 10 13 13 109
0 3 12 11 10 13 IS • 12 15 12 103
0 $ a 12 17 '14 13 11 12 13 105
1 4 5 9 13 11 IS 16 11 10 96
6 11 1-4 10 t 11 7 15 3 6 98
a 9 13 13 14 19 12 11 a 5 110
13 9 9 14 13 12 '11 7 5 I 94
9 13 11 14 12 IS 14 m 2 I 101
13 13 21 20 14 13 12 14 10 1 131
m 10 IS II 18 17 a 10 13 1 111
58 m 131 145 151 153 144 132 110 77 lias
TOTAL
i 2 3 4 .5 0 7 $ f to
4. 4 13 11 16 19 17 13 16 12 125
0 4 8 11 20 16 • 15 20 - 19 15 128
1 5 13- 14 14 10 11 12 16 17 113
1 1 s 13 12 14 16 14 S 13 100
0 4 3 6 19 15 14 12 13 12 98
7 10 12 12 13 15 11 6 6 9 101
9 12 10 14 11 9 S 8 12 9 102
-5 11 15 10 10 11 10 12 a 6 9-8
9 13 19 13 13 12 9 12 3 3 108
l i 17 16 14 16 IB 15 12 8 6 133
14 13 19 16 16 13 14 14 8 3 128
61 94 136 136 ISO 152 140 135 115 105 1234
SESSION 4
fixation
1
z
3
4
5 
0 
7
a
9
10
11
m&x*
Element Position TOTAL
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
7 5 9 U 18 16 16 20 12 12 126
1 2 4 11 14 12 19 16 12 15 106
0 3 11 13 13 11' 12 14 a 11 96
0 3 5 12 14 to 12 15 17 13 101
1 2 7 2 11 12 13 15 13 11 87
2 6 8 9 13 14 13 12 9 11 97
9 14 19 15 18 19 13 9 10 8 134
6 10 16 15 11 13 9 8 4 3 95
9 13 13 10 10 14 10 a 1 1 89
9 11 13 12 14 15 11 6 6 3 100
9 12 15 11 16 17 a 10 4 1 103
53 81 120 121 152 153 136 133 96 89 1134
(Table £ continued - C.H.)
SESSION 5
Fixation Element Position TOTAL
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a t 10
1 5 I 12 12 13 20 25 12 24 15 109
a 0 I .4 S 9 17 14 13 23 12 -08
3 0 0 6 11 H 27 15 13 ta 10 95
4 1 2 3 a § 12 If 14 11 20 80
5 1 0 6 t 0 0 6 1 5 15 24* 87
4 6 10 11 ii li 9 6 8 20 8 90
7 10 14 14 m 11 12 5 5 2 0 82
$ 12 28 14 a 13 23 10 7 2 1 95
9 11 9 12 ■20 IS 13 ,§ 1 I 1 89
20 12 U 17 15 11 20 11 7 3 2 101
i i f 12 IS 17 15 - It 13 12 4 I 117
WtM*- $7 as 114 122 126 140 123 107 86 73 2033
SESSION 6
Fixation Element Position TOTAL
2 Z 3 4 3 6 7 a 9 10
1 2 m 11 9 18 20 18 16 22 13 227
2 a 2 4' 9 14 9 13 12 14 11 92
3 0 ■0 5 -7 13 13 18 14 12 13 93
4 i a 2 7 10 23 20 17 24 11 87
5 3 3 4 6 11 21 25 16 14 IS 98
6 8 .9 12 a 14 20 11 9 a 4 204
7 7 11 14 23 24 26 a 7 9 4 203
8 If 13 14 If 13 12 9 5 3 0 93
9 13 21 14 22 13 12 10 9 3 1 200
10 23 13 10 16 7 10 a 7 4 1 91
11 10 14 13 10 12 13 a 7 7 4 98
TOTAL 73 S3 105 110 141 149 124 119 100 77 1086
SESSION 7
fixation Element Position TOTAL
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
4 2 8 10 13 13 14 11 8 9 92
2 1 3 6 4 12 9 9 9 15 U  79
t 0 2 8 9 14 14 14 13 10 14 98
f 0 1 1 6 11 7 17 15 11 13 82
e 0 3 2 3 11 11 16 IS 17 15 93
g 4 7 10 7 7 11 13 16 11 10 96
7 6 13 13 17 16 10 10 7 9 3 104
o 13 14 12 11 10 13 7 2 2 0 84
•X 8 15 12 12 13 14 8 6 1 0 89
,0 11 12 13 12 13 13 11 10 5 2 102
J-j 12 11 9 13 14 13 12 6 2 0 92
TOTAL 59 83 94 104 134 128 131 110 91 77 1011
(Table t continued * C.H.)
filiation
$m $io u 8
Element Position
Fixation
m m t m  $ 
Eluent .fosition
TOKA&'
• i a 3 4 .5 4 7 a 9 10
.1 § '3 11 Ml 13 is- IS 14. 12 ■ $ 117a a a 7 i 12 13 13 10 14 13 943 0 a 10 6 14 13 14 13 17 12 1014 0 a a 7 20 14' 13 14 16 14 1085-. 0. 4 i'­ 4 12 11., ia 13 1.7 9 926 3 XI ll 12 10 13 9 9 9 4 937 10 9 10 14 14 11 9 3 5 1 101
8 0 U 13 14 9 7 5 7 t 0 76
> xa- 13' it' 13 ■IS 13' 9 f 2 0 10010 10 14 13 13 7 10 9 4 3 0 87
11 0 14 11 14 11 19 13 11 6 0 111
»TAt #a 01 113 120 141144..127 117102 43 1084
tom.
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 3 3 9 6 9 12 15 16 IS 15 183
a 0 1 3 7 t 14 12 13 13 11 83
3 D 0 5 4 13 11 10 10 11 10 76
4 0 X 3 4 12 12 14 11 16 13 86
5 1 6 8 7 10 10 12- 10 14 9 87
6 5 8 6 8 7 12 11 8 12 5 82
7 4 12 18 16 1.2 11 S S 6 1 90
8 14 17 12 13 IS 11 S S 1, 0 93
9 U 11 15 16 14 14 9 7 2. 0 99
10 10 9 11 IS 17 10 6 7 2 2 $9
11 13 13 10 14 12 9 8 S 5 3 97
t o m 61 83- 108 112 130 124 107 100 97 69 985
SS0SIOK 10
Fixation Element fosition t m m
i t 3 4 5 6 7 i 9 10
1 4 Z 11 18 14 14 13 ii 12 13 104
2 ;0 0 3 4 11 15 17 12 10 IS 87
3 0 8 4 7 12 IS 10 13 14 16 91
4 1 4 S 4 9 9 13 13 10 13 83
S 1 2 4 6 13 16 13 13 10 10 88
6 2 7 10 11 14 19 11 11 13 8 106
7 3 12 15 11 11 11 4 4 3 3 79
8 11 11 10 11 10 10 7 6 2 0 78
9 11 13 8 10 12 12 10 8 2 X 87
10 13 11. 15 IS 17," 12 8 3 1 0 95
XX 14 14 IS 15 13 14 9 9 8 3 114
t o m 62 76 100 104 136 147 115 103 as 84 1012
fabler ft
total Errors as a Function of Eleiaenfc 
Position and Fixation Location for 
Each Experimental Session for 
Observer K. S.
m m m , i
Fixation Element Position TOTAL
1 2 3 4 5 .8 7 8 9 10
1 2 7 It 13 13 15 16 12 9 14 113
2 2 5 8 3 8 9 13 15 13 10 86
3 8 1 8 11 11 9 13 13 11 15 92
4 1 3 5 7 15 17 9 13 9 14 93
3 0 3 4 10 18 12 9 13 14 9 92
6 1 I a 8 li 19 16 13 9 8 94
7 4 11 9 11 12 13 12 12 10 7 101
a 5 9 11 15 16 14 12 16 12 7 117
t 3 7 10 10 10 11 18 9 11 5 92
10 7 10 17 14 11 11 11 12 11 7 111
u 7 0 18 14 14 It 14 17 11 11 127
i m  32 66 110 116 139 142 141 145 120 107 1118
..{Tobin XI eontinned « t£,8*>
Fixation
SESSION 2
Element fosition
Fixation
SESSION 3 
Element fosltlon
w m *
1 a .3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10
I 3 it 10 16 IS 10 14 13 10 13 int 0 3 -7 a IS 13 13 8 IS 13 95
3 0 7 9 ii 12 13 11 IS 12 U 101
4 0 0 ■a 8 9 13 IS 10 15 13 as
5 0 1 6 10 IS .7 10 13 IS 12 89
4 I .3 10 * f 13 11 '9 8 11 7 82
7 6 0 IS 6 11 18 13 f 6 3 95
8 9 13 IS 11 11 12 a 7 2 i 89
9 10 10 1-6 17 12 13 7 9 3 0 97
10 6 10 13 IS 10 14 11 11 11 a 109
11 3 It 11 It a- 11 14 18 11 7 109
TOH& 40 ta H4 m  is? 141 las 121 111 32 1072
t d m
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0 8 6 14 • 13 10 11 13 9 13 97
2 0 3 6 8 13 7 15 12 IS 17 96
3 1 4 5 3 9 12 M 15 17 14 96
4 0 I 3 6 11 7 9 13 15 ii 76
S 0 4 3 10 12 9 a 11 10 ii 78
6 1 2 7 8 8 14 13 10 f 12 82
7 2 7 12 7 12 12 . 14 7 6 9 m
8 9 12 12 14 9 11 12 7 7 5 m
9 6 7 10 14 9 7 8 6 7 3 77
10 f 8 IS 11 12 9 16 14 12 3 109
11 a S ' 12 ' .14 IS 12 IS 11 14 9 109
tom. 30 61 91 107 123 HO 137 Ilf 111 107 1008
SESSION .4-
Fixation Element Position TOTAE
x a 3 4 S 8 7 8 ■ 9 10
1 3 14 a 10 13 9 14 14 15 12 112
a 0 7 9 10 14 13 16 13 14 12 108
3 1 8 5 4 5 12 17 14 U 13 88
4 0 3 7 9 10 10 14 13 12 14 92
s a 4 4 9 16 11 10 10 12 8 86
6 i 1 6 6 7 12 13 16 8 10 80
7 4 3 9 14 12 13 12 12 7 10 96
8 •3 12 10 11 10 11 12 14 9 7 99
9 6 11 13 13 9 8 14 14 12 4 104
10 12 13 IS 11 14 12 8 6 12 6 109
11 6 8 13 8 12 15 14 13 11 12 112
t o m 38 82' 99 105 122 126 144 139 123 108 1086
trabitt II can£iaoe<£ - K.S,)
Fixation Element Position tcms*
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10
I 4 5 5 12 12 14 14 ii 12 IS 104
2 0 3 4 5 14 12 13 10 IS 15 91
3 0 3 f 10 10 11 12 13 23 IS 95
4 0 0 5 6 8 7 12 11 IS 11 74
5 0 I 2 3 7 6 11 14 24 13 70
4 I 2 2 7 II 10 6 12 8 12 72
7 0 4 9 7 10 a 24 14 a 11 03
3 3 ■4 9 7 7 9 10 9 8 21 77
9 4 10 II 14 12 9 9 IS S 8 97
10 12 9 10 13 13 11 3 13 21 8 200
II 3 -5 15' 12 20 22 14 22 10 20 202
FOWL 27 46 79 95 114 109 122 133 117 129 972
sgssiosr a
Fixation Element Position TQfAl
I 2 3 4 5 a 7 3 ,9 10
I % 2 2 7 12. 14 24 10 9 12 84
2 0 2 1 4 22 13 23 21 14 12 m
3 I 0 3 4 a 12 12 ■ 9 12 10 71
4 0 1 S 4 6 7 12 n 12 13 71
5 0 3 0 7 9 9 10 $ 12 12 78
6 I 3 3 3 5 3 a 9 6 7 53
7 2 5 9 11 12 12 13 a 9 22 92
a 4 4 10 11 9 6 7 9 2 3 65
9 4 7 10 9 '$ ' 9 6 8 S 2 66
10 4 7 13 11 14 9 9 9 9 I 86
II 7 5- a 10 5 21 23 22 7 12 90
tarn 25 39 70 01 97 109 119 104 97 94 835
mmtm ?
fixation Element Position TomL
2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 20
I 5 2 5 9 11 14 12 8 10 9 84
2 0 5 4 6 8 13 22 6 23 12 78
3 0 i 3 4 4 9 23 24 12 13 73
4 0 X t 4 7 6 9 $ 10 9 56
S 0 5 6 9 7 20 10 8 7 8 68
6 0 4 8 10 7 6 8 to 20 7 70
7 1 2 9 22 9 8 a 7 3 5 63
a 7 6 9 13 22 21 12 12 7 3 91
9 4 5 U 23 7 10 6 ? 3 1 70
20 7 9 f 12 12 11 11 7 22 3 93
11 20 21 15 16 22 9 20 5 7 4 99
w m * 34 31 82 207 96 207 210 92 94 ,72 845
ClnM© II. continued * &»$»)
fixation $l0IHS3St FoeitiXH* m t m
i 2 3- 4 5 6 f 6 9 10
1 I 3 4 8 12 13 14 14 18 11 93
a i 3 3 5 7 13 16 11 11 10 80
3 0 0 t 2 4 9 11 a 18 9 55
4 0 I 3 6 4 2 7 it 6 11 51
3 0 1 2 3 7 7 7 7 5 S .57
6 a a 6 6 S 9 6 5 6 6 56
7 4 4 8 7 6 5 5 6 3 2 54
a 4 4 7 II 18 It 7 7 2 0 64
9 3 6 6 12 II 7 8 6 8 1 m
m 3 7 18 9 II f 7 a 7 2 75
ii. 7 8 3 9 II 9 3 9 8 5 78
T o m 30 42 62 80 n 95 93- 92 74 62 721
ms$tm %
F£xmt£op II m m nt., Position t o m
I 2 3 ■4. 5 6 7 8 9 10
I 3 -S. 5 It 13 17 .12 It 11 8 $0
t 1 7 3 2 3 2 8 9 8 § 53
3 1 6 7 7 4 4 8 It 12 9 70
4 0 2 4 3 5 8 f 10 8 8 57
S 0 3 7 $ 9 9 9 9 8 5 67
6 2 3 3 3 $ I 4 5 X 2 27
7 4 5 3 7 5 5 6 4 4 a 45
8 2 3 10 12 10 3 f S 4 4 64
9 8 7 7 It II to 11 10 6 2 81
18 6 9 6 7 8 8 7 3 5 3 62
11 5 a 13 15 11 9 5. \5 7 3 83
W tAh 30 58 70 87 sa 78 88 84 74 56 707
$ m m m t§
Fixation Position fMM
1 2 3 4 s 6 „7 8 9 to
1 6 2 3 9 ii 15 13 11 It 9 91
2 2 3 a 2 5 U 11 It 9 10 67
3 0 4 4 5 5 10 13 7 5 7 60
4 0 0 1 1 3 2 5 8 8 4 32
5 0 4 5 •7 9 10 12 12 8 ' 8 75
6 3 3 f 6 4 3 3 3 5 2 36
7 3 4 9 5 10 7 7 6 8 4 63
8 3 5 7 7 to 9 7 7 5 3 63
9 2 5 6 7 8 7 8 10 8 3 64
10 4 4 9 8 6 5 7 7 . 6: 3 59
11 5 8 9 10 It 8 9 9 13 , -a 90
TOTAL 28 42 60 66 82 87 95 92 87 61 7 m
total- -a Fe&qtion of M lm m k
foaitleb.e»$ Fixation loeatlea;fot 
Eaeb Session; i m
.. Observer H, tt.
iiss w  i
fixation glasmt foa|tlon tCWpb
■ I. 2 3 • 4 " i 6 Tt ■ a 9 10
1 13, 14 13 a. is 13 11 ii 12 14 124
2 t 12 14 14 13 12 IS 10 10 # 114
2 4'• 10 ■is if ■ IS­ 16 19 ; 12 13" 13 135
4 % a a 13 IS 17 13 a 12 10 107
5 I 4 6-' 10 ' 11 11 If' 12 14 12 99
6 4 ■ 0 ’ 12 12 14 9 ' IS' 12 10 12 ioa
# I a 10 11 11 12 13 13 7 13 100
e 2 10 10' 9 11. 10 19 13' 13 12 tOf:
9 # a 9 13 13 13 13 12 10 12 110
It %• ii 11 , 12 12 12 13 11 f 14 107
II' % a 12' 14 13 II 13 11 13 14 113
totffc* m  103 121 124 -143 136 162 135 123 .122 122#
(Table 111 continued; - M.W.)
SESSION- 2
Fixation Element Position TOTAL
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 10
I 8 13 10 11 15 m 15 14 14 11 135
z 4 8 8 15 15 ■ 13 10 25 23 12 119
3 2 6 12 14 12 10 12 16 S 13 105
4 I 3 10 18 10 10 13 18 17 22 118
5 0 4 3 9 16 ■ It 13 13 12 11 84
6 a 4 7 $ 11 15 to­ 13 12 21 99
7 i • 3 1 9 . 13 16 ts. 12 20 13 102
$ 3 ‘ 8 11 10 12. 11 18 11 20 11 105
9 4- 12. 10 10 10 13 12 15 24 It 111
20 3 1© 14 14 12 f 15 14 23 23 117
11 S # ■1.2 10 I t It 12 10 9 12 186
t o m 33 ' m.  112 132 13? 137 157 152 132 129 1202
SESSION 3
Filiation Element Position TOTAL
i 2 3 4 S 6 7- 8 9 20
t 6 12 13 18 9 22 16 12 a 9 113
Z I 5 10 20 8 r 18 17 11 21 98
3' 0 4 9 13 ' 15 is 14 11 15 12 208
4 0 0 8 18 18 ■ 23 18 19 13 ’ 13 96
5 I 4 3 4 12 12 10 10 29 14 89
6 0 ,1 2 3 4 14 16 18 . 14 It 84
7 2 4 7 8 6 ' 15 15 9 12. 12 89
8 2 3 6 7 7 12 15 24 16 14 95
9 2 5 11 9 . 13 21 16 11 • 13 13 106
10 4 - 7 11 11 9 12 12 14 13 24 107
11 3 S § 11 14 11 8 21 13 22 98
tom 29 32 79 106 109 233 158 146 147 234 1083
'4SSSOT 4
Fixation. Elasaaafr Fostticm. mm
2 2 3 4 5 ' 6 y 6 9 20
1 1 a 14 ■14,. 13 10 21 17 14 24 122
.2. Z 9 9 12 9 13 - 13 14 10 13 104
3 8 I 20 11 10 12 17 14 13. 12 200
4 I % ' 5 12 8 12 11 13 15 12 91
5 0 I Z 3 24 22 13 13 15 13 85
6 0 % 4 5 12 12 13 14 12 14 87
7 I 7 It 14 12 11 It 12 14 24 107
8 2 5 12 22 24 13 14 8 27 23 109
9 2 7 14 13 24 27 18 12 14 13 124
20 3 13 12 10 6 9 It 13 12 14 203
11 2 8 21 10 21 10 16 12 IS 14 109
tom 28 ■ 63 184 115 122 130 148 142 151 146 1X41
(Table III continued * M,W.) 
SESSION 5
ss
Fixation
1
2 
%
4
5 
4 
7
m
u
• i m m
fixation:
■ Element Position 
3 4 3 6 7 $ f 10
11
10
2
a
IS IS IS 14. 16 14 
$ IZ 9 15 ia  10
m  u  ir i# is is
0 9: a la 13 13
a a i 10 t 10 10 13
3' 4' 5 4 8 13 16 14
7:, 10 10 . 8 10 It 14 .13
4: 9 9' 11 12 12 15 14
9 10 7 6 13 11 1
3- 9 8 11 13 18 17 18
0 10 10 f 8 .17 14 18
.13 1.3
14
14
it ii
IS' S7;-' 83 104 121 147' 154 1 34 150 
6
Element Position
fixation
snmzm 7
* Element Position
T0T41
96
108
78
71
184
96
114
1074
1
I
4
2
5
S'
9
4
10
5
12
6
7
7
15
#
17
9
U
10
IS 103
2 1 4 7 5 I t 10 13 10 13 13 92
3 0 0 8 7 6 ' 7 13 14 " 14 14 SI
4 0 0 ; 1 9 8 10 ' 6 13 11 IS 71
5 1 l 3 3 11 9 15 13 11 12 81
8 0 4 8 r 8 11 14 16 18 14 98
7 ■ 2 4 It 12 8 14 15 12 14 13 184
8 1 a . r 11 9 11 12 9 12 1.3 89
9 5 7 i 9 14 1.7 16 13 12 13 113
10 0 8 8 9 10 9 18 IS­ 15 11 103
11 .3 10 9 13 13 14 14 IS 16 15 122
17 45 77 97 189 Ilf 151 151 145 146 1057
T
1 2 
2 3
3
a-
4
9
5
12
6
13
7
10
8
14
9
14
10
13 93
2 1 7 10 9 it 11 17 1.2 10 1$ 100
3 0- 1 6 ‘ 5 8 5 7 14 13 13 72
4 1 0 " 1 9 8'. 9 It 16 10 13 75
5 8 2 1 1 8 S 11 10 12 13 63
6 8 5 6 8 6 • 12 11 12 13 11 84
7 0 3 7 7 8 $ 13 15 11 13 85
8 1 4 7 9 8 12 14 14 8 12 89
9 5 7 a 10 li 11 11 15 14 13 105It 3 3 9 3 7 12 13 12 10 12 0111 4 8 12 10 11 13 12 10 ii 10 101
T4L 17 45 78 85 95 111''129 144-‘:126 136. 958
(Table III continued - K.W.)
SESSION 8
ftxmion Element fosifciosa. ■fomi
i % 3 4 5 4 7 8 9 10
1 a- 5 7 9 13 14 16 13 to 14 109
2 t 4 5 f 9 10 Ii 12 16 13. 96
3 % 3 7 7 a a 11 14 IS 11 as
4 0 1 2: 7 ■$'■ 8 10 12- f 12 66>
5 0 t 3 4 s 7 a 10 13 IX 66.6 2 3 $ 6 a 13 13 14 11 10 83
7 1 5 4 3 6 T 7- 12 9 14 ■68
9 5 3 11 a 8 12 11 12 13 10 95
§ 1 5 f 7 14 12 a 15 12 12 .91
10 3 f 11 i i 10 11 13 9 11 f 97
11 t 7 f t 15 15 17 14 XI 12 I I I
w m % 19 49 i f to  104 117 130 137 136 128 969
SiBSM f 9
f i x a t i o n Element JNrelttloii Tomi
I 2 3 4 5 i 7 S t 10
I 2 a a 10 f 7 ■0 1.3 12 14 91
f 0 3 i a 12 14 15 13 15 14 99
3 0 0 4 6 3 7 S 14 11 13 ■70
4 0 0- 4:a 7 7 12 16 f i t 75
5 0 4 2 i 10 13 13 11 IS 13 as6 0 0 2 % 3 3 6 11 X4 14 61
? 0 3 7 i i 11 i i i i io 16 15 111
a I 3 7 a 12 11 13 12 9 14 90
9 I. 4 3 5 1 8 '7 9 6 10 62
10 3 a 9 10 12 10 11 13 12 13 103u 3 4 10 13 10 11 12 12 13 14 102
tom 10 37 03 W 100 l i t  121 142 132 146 m
SSSSW8 10
fixation Element Position TOTAL
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10
i % 5 3 8 13 13 16 7 14 15 96
t 0 0 0 3 8 9 11. 13 15 12 71
3 o 0 4 5 a 10 13 11 11 13 73
4 2 I 4 6 3 ■$ 11 n 10 12 66
S 0 2 a 6 9 9 12 ii 10 13 74
i I 4 7 6 a 10 13 13 11 10 83
7 3 7 11 10 ii 10 12 10 „ 12 11 97
a 2 3 4 11 a 11 *10 15 9 11 84
9 2 5 6 10 9 10 16 15 13 •12 98
10 2 9 10 11 ii 10 12 16 XI 14 106
XI I 6 7 10 ii 13 13 16 13 '1.3 ,103
m m  it. 15 42 58 86 97 111 141 138 129 136 #53
Table 19
fetal Errors - a* a function of Element 
Fositiea and Fixation Location for 
Each Experimental Session for 
Observer ft* L.
SSSSW 1
Fixation Sles&eiie Peaitieii WW&
i '■% 3 4 $ 6 7 8 9 10
1 10 10 14 18 IS 15 13 17 14 14 140
2 6 15 12 . 14 14 9 14 17 18 1# 131
3 3 7 n 11 14 12 12 14 14 IS 114
• 4 ■ 7 9 - /? 13 .1# 10 10 12 12 M 110
5 8 15 ii 12 18 14 12 3 12 12 119
6 3 9 3 8 13 14 13 15 15 I t 117
I 11 13 '11 13 15 14 10 10 7 7 111
3 13 14 10 1# 1# 14 12 12 7 8 122
9 10 12 12 12 14 13 15 f 8 8 its
10 13 11 9 10 11' 11 14 13 17 10 119
11 8 I t 15 15 1# 12 12 12 11 12 225:
-tmsfii* 97 127’It1 142 162 133 139 11# 133 128 132S
'It continued * 13.1*.)
sess i o n a
Fixation Eloment Position TOt&L
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1G
1 11 12 13 1# 15 18 17 15. 17 ii 147
a 4* It 10- 15 9; 13 11 ,is- ii 12. lit
3 8 8 14 13 13 14 13 12 16 14 123
"4 3 3 •  ^§ 9 12; 12 11 12 It 14 96
S S 6 7 10 14 19 14 10 18 .13 116
4 # 6 9- 13 0 ■ 9 8- 9 14 93
7 9 a 10 11 10 15 11 11 9 11 105
8 9 13. 16 13 11 8 13 12: 9 6 110
9 6 ■It 12 11 13 17- 16 10 9 10 116
10 9 12 9 12 15 U' ■ 11 7 6 10 102
u 10 13 10 13 10 13 it it 13 11 117
t o m at 107 113 134 13$ 149 13# 124 129 126 1237'
SgSSIOH 3
Pi nation Slattern: Position T0TAI
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1. 7 10 14 13 1# 1,6 15 13 12 13 131
a 4 13 9 10 13 15 14 12 10 9 109
3 a # 12 10 18 12 14 9 I t 9 103
4 a 0 5 13 14 It 8 13 11 12 90
5 % 7 .10 9 15 11 9 11 12 10 96
6 10 13 9 I t 15 14 9 11 11 7 111
7 10 10 13 9 9 13 9 8 9 6 102
8 # 11 6 6 10 11 13 10 11 a 94
9 f 16 14 9 16 12 9 9 10 a 106
18 $ 10 18 11 13 14 10 12 14 9 111
11 7 10 15 10 12 15 14 10 12 9 114
#9 lit 117 lit 153 145 124-Hi 123 94 1167
SESSION 4
Fixation Element Position $0£&1*I 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 10
1 m 12 11 16 1# 16 20 XI 12 12 138
.2 2 12 9 7 9 a 9 8 11 13 8#
3 3 5 8 9 it 8 7 13 13 11 89
4 2 5 7 9 14 8 6 f 6 9 75$ 5 4 8 10 13 13 12 10 15 11 101
6 3 9 10 ii 9 14 10 Ii 9 8 94
7 4 8 11 9 15 11 16 9 a 6 97
8 7 8 9 9 11 10 9 12 6 5 36
9 9 9 14 9 15 11 10 16 11 5 109
18 8 7 12 10 13 10 10 9 10 9 9#
11 6 6 10 9 a 14 14 9 11 8 95
WKMr 59 85 109 109 137 123 123 117 112 97 1070
(table If continued * 0,1** >
Fixation
session 5
Element Petition
Fixation
SESSION 6 
Element Position
t& m *
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 t 10
1 3 a 11 11 12 17 9 11 a. 10 100
% i a 10 11 11 13 a 12 12 9 93
.3 a 4 If 10 11 a 0 12 16 10 88
4 i 3 1 ia 15 13 13 15 15 t 97
S t a 5 12 14 13 ii 13 14 7 103
8 3 a 11 10 13 16 13 a a 7 97
7 5 a 7 10 10 9 8 12 4 8 81
8 3 5 5 4 5 7 9 12 a 7 65
9 3 8 10 9 12 16 13 16 12 8 107
10 4 0 ia a 13 17 13 8 ii a 103
11 $ 11 a 10 8 8 11 7 7 a 86
35. m m  ia? 126 139 117 its lot 91 1022
t m m
1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 4 a a 9 13 13 20 16 17 10 118
2 I 10 10 12 10 9 13 13 7 5 90
3 1 5 t II 14 11 11 9 11 9 91
4 0 3 4 a 10 a 13 14 a 10 78
5 2 5 2 7 14 ii a t ii 8 77
6 1 5 7 7 9 14 12 11 9 8 83
7 2 3 4 6 S 6 15 12 6 8 67
a 0 3 6 a 11 9 8 12 11 10 78
9 4 a 10 t 12 12 10 14 11 7 97
10 6 a 12 9 11 a 9 11 8 8 90
ii 4 6 a 11 13 14 11 13 9 7 96
toc&t 25 84 86 97 122 115 130 134 108 90 965
SESSION 7
W im t i fm Element Position' fOt&lI 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 3 5 8 7 6 9 12 14 10 12 86
2 i 5 6 7 7 7 10 8 9 6 68
3 2 4 10 7 7 9 ■11 It 12 10 84
4 0 2 4 8 9 7 9 a 7 10 64
3 1 2 2 6 15 15 11 12 10 10 34
6 3 5 8 5 12 12 12 ii 7 7 32
7 2 3 8 8 9 8 11 • ii 6 7 73
8 3 a 6 7 3 7 6 13 3 5 68
9 3 5 8 10 9 8 9 10 3 4 69
10 5 7 7 8 10 11 14 14 14 12 102
11 7 10 9 14 ■ 11 11 9 6 a 4 89
TOTAL 30 56 76 8? 100 104 114 119 94 87 3.67
(Table IV continued - D.L.)
Fixation
session a
Element Position
Fixation
SESSION 9
Element Position
TOTAL
1
i t  
4 7
3
6
4
9
5
#
6
9
' 7 
12
8
10
9
11
10
a 34
$ o a 9 6 9 7 9 f 5 6 62
3 1 2 5. 10 i 7 11 7 9 8 63
4 1 3 4 3 9 8 3 12 10 8 73
5 3 6 6 10 14 11 9 10 6 5 80
6 2 6 8 3 11 11 10 a 4 5 73
? 3 6' 7 9 9 10 14 7 6 3 76
a 1 ? 10 11 12 U ..12 12 7 4 87
9 3 5 4 '5 6 7 7 a 7 5 37
0 5 0 3 9 9 12 12 ii 3 4 3#
,i 3 5 3 12 13 13 12 a 12 5 86
:al 26 59 70 97 1103 106 11# 102 as 63 832
mm*
I 2 3 4 s 6 7 a 9 10
1 3 8 7 7 8 8 9 t 11 0 81
2 1 5 7 7 a a 10 ii. 10 11 78
3 3 8 5 7 4 6 8 7 9 7 64
4 0 3 6. 9 12 0 a 9 10 9 74
5 3 6 4 6 .10 11 ii f 12 0 78
6 $ 3 4 6 7. 9 7 § f 8 65
7 .3 $■ 11 9 10 8 9 5 6 3 69
8 6 9 4 7 6 4 5 8 5 4 58
f 3 6 a a 8 10 11 12 6 5
10 4 4 5 5 8 7 11 6 9 6 65
11 5 7 10 10 14 11 8 9 6 7 87
>TAL 36 #4 71 81 95 90 97 94 93 75 796
session 10
Fixation. Element Position 
$ 4 5 6 7 0 9 10
TOTAL
mu  f
- Tot©! Errors as © fuactioB of Element 
Position a»4 Fixation l*oe«f£©*t for 
iaoli Session for'
Observe* t. S.
$mmm %
fixation. Element Position I0lli
1 % $ -4 S 6 1 § 9 1#
I 3 u 11 IS 14 IS 18 it IS IS 135
a 0 11 19 IS 16 13 12 ’ 12 ■11 116
i 0 1 8 ..9 t f 13 11 IS. 13 80
4 0 *■“ 1 ■0 •is 13 IS 14 16 12 101
5 0 1 a 9 9 IS IS­ 12 14 13 99
§ 1 3 § 13 13 14 IS 12 11 13 99
? 1 3 .10 U 13 9 14 10 12 12 98
a I . 8 ■11 '14. 13' .10 10 12 i 9 97
f 3 ia 10 10 11 f 1# 15 9 t 102
I# 4 8 10 11 it U 13. 7 11 S 91
Ii a a 10 10 14 14 12 12- 13 9 103
WK04 16 7t 10$ 118 134 133 -148' .134 lit Ilf iias
(Habln 9 continued * I.E..)
Fixation
session z
SIament Position
fixation
SESSION $ 
Element Position
t o m
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 S f 10
l 4 0 10 10 13 it 15 IS 13 17 122
a 0 3 10 f 13 14 It 14 IS 13 103
3 ■0 0 7 9 10 14 IS 12 It 14 106
4 I 2 3 6 it 13 15 13 14 It 91
5 0 0 4 S t 13 14 13 IS 13 S6
6 $ 0 S 4 5 10 10 t 1? 11 00
7 5 8 $ 12 13 10 15 it 16 12 111
8 3 4 11 It 10 17 11 13 10 11 102
9 7 4 0 ia IS 7 14 9 7 S 94
10 6 10 IS is IS 16 15 12 16 3 lit
11 0 10 14 10 10 13 13 14 11 .11 120
i m 37 S3 93 114 Its 140 152 136 156 122 1134
■tom
i 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 10
1 l 5 6 11 14 IS IS 14 IS 14 106
% 0 3 3 7 10 11 14 15 12 15 92
3 0 0 3 5 11 11- 14 13 14 13 34
4 0 0 3 6 10 lS 11 9 ia 14 84
5 0 E 4 6 12 11 11 $1 is 14 36
6 0 a 5 6 10 It 14 14 it 10 85
7 2 6 3 7 10 10 14 12 10 13 87
a I 3 0 9 6 a 13 10 3 3 71
9 1 3 10 12 9 9 IS 13 U 4 88
10 2 5 t 16 • 12 12 9 a 9 2 84
l i t 3 S 15 13 to 9 a a 10 5 86
m i 10 34 71 90 114 121 $36 127 130 112 953
SESSION 4
Fixation Element Position T o m
$ a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 i 4 4 7 12 11 $0 10 12 14 85
2 0 3 3 3 11 11 12 It 15 14 83
3 0 1 4 7 7 9 IS 10 18 13 84
4 0 2 4 4 8 i t IS 16 9 13 83
5 0 I 2 4 10 9 is 12 9 12 74
6 0 1 3 S 8 9 IS 11 7 10 69
7 0 5 7 12 12 13 .14 14 10 14 101
3 1 S 3 12 11 12 a 7 7 6 78
9 2 7 3 It 9 6 12 4 5 0 65
10 0 9 10 10 4 10 6 9 8 1 73
11. 4 6 9 10 a. ' 9 9 9 7 6 77
m 14 44 63 86 100 111 131 113 107 103 872
(Table V continued * D.R,)
SESSION 5
fixation, Element Position TOTAL
i 2 3 4 3 6 7 $ 9 10
1 i 5 $ 7 10 17 9 IS 14 14 97
2 0 3 3 8 9 6 13 11 11 14 78
3 0 0 3 .3 7 10 15 15 12 13 78
4 O' 0 3 6 i 9 13 10 19 14 82
5 0 I 3 7 8 14 14 9 13 13 82
6 0 1 4 7 9 16 15 9 17 12 90
7 0 2 9 7 10 9 IS 12 13 12 89
8 s 3 6 12 8 6 6 S 10 3 46
9 2 4 0 12 t 10 7 9 5 0 66
10 s 7 7 10 14 a 6 4 6 2 69
11 6 9 17 a 3 8 6 11 S S 82
t o m 19 37 68 87 97 113 121 110 125 102 879
SESSION 6
Fixation ..Element Position TOTAL
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0 6 7 f 10 15 15 11 13 13 100
2 0 2 4 4 10 10 11 6 11 13 71
3 0 0 3 10 11 8 14 14 14 12 86
4 § 0 3 3 11 0 14 12 16 13 SO
5 0 0 3 4 6 H 14 10 12 13 73
6 1 5 5 7 7 12 14 10 11 12 84
7 0 2 6 11 9 9 12 14 f 12. 84
a 1 3- 9 10 13 15 9 10 5 8 83
9 1 3 10 15 11 9 13 11 6 4 82
10 1 5 11 15 It 12 7 8 8 0 77
11 2 9 11 13 9 16 9 5 7 5 86
TOTAL 6 34 72 101 189 125 132 109 113 105 906
SESSION 7
Fixation Element Position tm m
1 2 3 4 5 6 „ 7 8 9 10
1 3 5 4 6 11 10 14 13 14 13 93
2 t 0 3 t 5 9 19 10 15 13 76
3 0 0 3 3 6 7 18 10 13 13 73
4 0 1 3 5 f 7 12 9 14 14 74
5 0 1 Z 4 8 11 12 12 13 13 76
6 0 1 5 6 9 9 12 12 10 12 76
7 0 2' s 7 10 8 10 18 12 1.2 76
0 1 3 10 11 10 7 11 11 3 6 75
9 7 S 13 10 0 7 5 8 3 0 65
10 6 7' 8 13 11 12 7 7 6 2 79
11 3 5 8 12 12 14 6 7 6 3 77
TOTAL 20 32 64 79 100 101 128 107 109 100 840
{fable V continued * &•&*) 94
Fixation Element Position, TOTAL
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
I 2 2 5 $ 8 15 13 14 10 12 86
2 0 0 4 2 6 8 15 13 15 13 76
3 0 i 4 3 5 4 7 14 10 11 59
4 1 0 4 5 9 4 12 14 14 12 77
5 0 0 2 3 7 12 12 12 10 12 70
0 I 2 4 3 4 11 11 6 9 12 67
7 2 0 4 10 9 11 11 16 3 12 86
8 3 2 8 9 7 8 11 6 7 6 65
9 0 2 14 10 10 8 12 9 5 1 71
10 2 7 7 13 11 11 11 7 9 3 81
11 S 7 12 13 11 11 9 9 7 5 89
TAL ie 23 70 78 89 103 124 120 105 99 827
SESSION 9
Element Position TOTAt.Jm> yifir
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 ' 1 4 7 11 13 13 15 13 14 13 184
2 0 1 4 4 7 10 14 11 16 12 79
3 0 0 5 5 6 IX 12 13 12 12 76
4 0 0 2 5 8 6 14 17 15 13 80
5 0 1 2 7 11 12 12 14 11 11 81
6 0 3 3 2 7 11 15 12 11 12 76
7 0 I 2 3 4 12 13 a 18 10 63
8 2 4 7 9 8 13 8 10 5 4 78
9 1 4 7 11 10 10 10 7 5 1 66
10 2 10 9 13 8 18 8 9 8 3 80
11 1 4 7 10 9 12 10 12 7 6 78
TAL 7 32 55 80 91 120 131 126 114 97 853
SESSION 10
Fixation Element Position TOTAL
I 2 3 4 5 6 ‘ 7 8 9 10
1 1 3 2 5 10 13 27 10 15 9 85
2 0 1 3 1 10 12 12 9 11 13 72
3 0 0 4 3 7 10 14 10 12 21 71
4 0 0 4 3 6 6 22 12 10 12 64
5 i 0 4 5 11 14 12 9 8 25 79
6 0 1 3 5 7 9 15 10 7 12 69
7 0 2 7 7 8 8 10 10 6 7 65
8 1 5 5 8 12 12 12 8 3 3 68
9 4 5 13 12 10 8 14 10 3 0 79
10 3 7 10 9 11 3 6 8 4 1 67
It 2 8 5 12 10 9 8 9 6 4 73
TAL 12 32 60 70 102 108 132 105 85 86 792
95
tKbU m  ■
fo£&l Irrors as # fooefism of EI©steHfe 
Position and Fixation location for 
Eacfc $x$e*iiaett£al Session for
m $ m v m  H. 0*
SESSiOSI 1
Wimmttm Element Position 10FAt,
X a 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10
1 8 9 15 '13 17 12 11 f 14 5 113
2 4 I? 9 11 ‘8 13 13 13 7 6 101'
3 2 a 11 8 11 8 11 9 9 5 76
4 i 5 7 11 I f 12 i f 12 14 8 100
$ a a ■ 5 12 18 12 f t 16 13 6 106
4 7 10 9 10 13 10 10 9 4 86
7 0 3 4 7 13 12 15 13 12 7 86
8 3 3 3 9 11 9 8 15 9 4 75
9 1 4 %% 11 11 9 10 8 10 8 84
19 a 5 12 8 14 14 16 13 11 7 102
u 4 10 t 12 15 16 13 11 15 13 118
tmm* 34 ?2 96 110 141 130 137 120 125 73 tmt
itable VI continued * M.a,)
Fixation Element Position
Fixation
smstm 3
Element Position
T0£AL
1
1
1
a
4
3
10
4
8
5
12
6
12
7
12
a
10
9
11
10
7 8?
2 0 9 11 V 14 11 it 6 9 10 90
3 0 2 13 12 9 13 10 13 12 10 94
4 0 I a 11 12 11 14 10 10 7 78
5 0 0 s 9 13 3 10 12 11 6 76
4 0 2 3 8 14 12 13 11 18 9 88
7 0 2 5 a 12 15 15 10 7 6 81
a 4 3 4 12 15 14 14 14 8 6 94
V a 4 a a 13 11 11 14 12 8 91
10 6 4' 8 12 17 11 8 11 8 10 97
ii .5 5 13 15 14 13 11 12 10 12 110
UAL IS 36 82 113 14? 131 129 123 114 91 986
TOTAL
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 a 8 10 12 14 13 14 7 7 94
2 0 5 5 3 8 10 14 9 11 10 75
3 2 2 9 8 9 7 8 11 6 5 67
4 0 1 2 11 10 12 12 9 10 8 75
5 1 2 6 6 16 6 8 9 10 11 75
6 0 0 3 a 9 13 11 14 9 8 75
7 1 2 4 9 11 5 12 12 It 6 73
a 1 2 3 10 11 8 9 12 13 10 79
9 1 1 7 11 13 13 12 12 14 5 89
10 3 5 10 IS 12 10 8 12 11 10 96
ii 5 3 10 11 14 15 10 13 13 11 105
16 30 67 102 125 113 117 127 115 91 903
SESSION 4
Fixation Element Position TOTAL
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1. 4 10 6 10 11 11 10 11 8 5 66
2 0 4 9 6 8 10 9 6 10 4 66
3 0 0 9 5 9 10 11 8 6 7 65
4 0 2 4 9 11 It 9 7 10 6 69
5 0 1 4 3 15 11 11 8 8 4 65
6 0 0 2 3 7 13 13 11 9 6 64
7 0 0 4 5 9 11 15 11 6 4 65
8 2 2 4 9 11 16 8 ' 12 5 0 69
9 2 1 3 7 7 8 8 9 13 7 65
10 a 7 7 11 8 10/ to 8 11 7 31
11 2 4 7 10 a . 12 13 12 9 7 84
12 31 59 78 104 123 117 103 93 57 779
f m x *  Vt
fixation
fixation-
SESSION 5 
EleiMkt Position
SESSION 6 
Sletaanfc Position
tom
% 2 3 4 3 8 7 8 9 10
1 3 5 6 9 7 5 9 8 9 5 66
a 0 4 5 8 9 11 I f 18 10 5 79
s # 0 7 4 9 12 11 8 8 $ 62
4 0 0 1 11 18 U 12 11 8 5 67
5 0 1 4 7 IS 8 9 5 5 % 57
6 0 2 4 6 10 IS 13 9 8 8 73
a 0 2 1 4 s 6 15 9 4 3 49
8 0 1 4 II 7 9 f 14 S 3 63
9 0 I 3 10 10 11 8 § 13 5 72
10 a 4 8 10 12 11 18 7 8 4 74
u 4 3 U U 11 13 18 7 U 11 92
IAL 9 23 34 n 105 112 123 97 87 S3 754
TOTAL
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10
1 1 4 5 7 6 6 18 6 7 5 60
2 0 3 5 6 7 U 14 10 '6 3 62
3 8 O 6 8 7 9 18 f 3 1 64
4 0 1 3 10 If 11 13 i ‘ 3. 0 61
S 0 1 3 4 14 9 15 13 8 4 71
6 0 1 5 7 10 14 14 7 5 4 67
7 0 2' 3 5 8 9 13 3 9 5 84
8 0 I 3 6 7 9 9 10 3 4 52
9 0 3 2 7 .6 10 IS 12 8 % 65
10 1 3 7 9 9 8 12 9 9 4 71
11 I 2 7 13 13 12 7 9 4 6 74
>TAL 3 21 si 82 99 108 138 101 70 38 711
SESSION ?
fixation Eieiaeat Position TOTAL
i 2 % 4 5 6 7 8 0 IQ
1 i 3 1 5 8 12 14 12 13 9 84
a 0 5 4 a 5 7 a 9 6 7 53
3 0 0 6 4 8 10 10 8 7 3 56
4 0 % 3 7 4 5 8 a 6 4 47
5 0 1 2 2 10 3 7 4 3 f 39
6 0 1 3 4 7 15 13 7 5 6 61
7 0 1 4 S 6 8 14 8 7 4 57
8 0 0 3 6 10 12 10 11 5 4 61
9 0 1 3 8 10 13 i 11 10, 9 6 71
10 3 4 3 6 6 15 12 10 8 8 73
11 3 4 8 9 9 8 9 7 6 5 68
m 7 22 46 58 83 113 116 .94 73 58 672
(fable VI continued ♦ K.3.)
Fixation
Fixation
SESSION 8 
Element Position
SESSION 9 
Element Position
tom
1 a 3 4 5 0 7 a 9 10
1 0 3 3 4 6 7 11 5 4 4 47
a 0 o 2 2 A 5 7 6 3 3 32
3 0 0 4 2 5 3 10 6 8 2 40
4 0 i 2 6 5 6 14 7 4 1 46
5 0 i 1 $ 9 7 9 a 8 3 51
6 0 0 3 4 § 8 11 8 1 1 44■9 *'t
7 0 2 3 4 3 6 14 7 6 2 47
a 0 1 2 5 $ 11 11 a 8 2 56
9 z 2 3 7 6 a 8 6 3 3 50
10 0 1 3 10 7 a a 10 9 2 60
11 1 2 5 12 13 12 9 12 S 6 77
TAL 3 13 37 61 72 81 112 83 39 29 550
TOTAL
1
1
3
2
7
3
7
4
6
5
8
6
14
7
14
8
11
9
6
10
5 81
2 0 3 5 4 5 7 12 11 12 4 63
3 0 0 8 7 5 6 8 6 8 6 54
4 0 1 2 7 S 6 9 8 3 3 44
5 0 1 3 4 8 8 13 8 4 4 53
6 0 1 3 I 7 11 11 8 3 5 55
7 0 2 1 3 5 6 11 7 4 1 40
8 0 1 2 2 I 7 9 9 2 2 35
9 0 0 6 7 11 10 13 9 4 2 62
10 1 3 2 8 8 10 7 11 8 7 65
11 0 1 7 12 10 9 12 10 10 8 79
TAL 4 20 46 61 73 94 119 98 69 47 631
SESSION 10
Fixation Element Position TOTAL
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 3 4 S 10 10 15 13 11 9 6 86
2 0 1 2 3 5 7 9 10 3 4 46
3 0 0 7 4 5 10 10 10 12 8 66
4 0 0 0 6 7 10 11 6 7 3 50
5 0 0 1 2 8 8 11 6 5 2 43
6 0 0 5 6 6 10 9 9 4 2 si
7 0 3 2 3 8 11 14 5 6 4 56
8 2 2 5 7 6 10 11 13 7 4 67
9 0 1 6 8 11 9 11 9 38 4 67
10 0 3 5 14 11 11 12 7 3 3 69
11 1 5 8 U 10 9 9 7 8 9 77
>TAL 6 19 46 76 87 110 120 93 72 49 676
APPENDIX F
TOTAL ERRORS AS A FUNCTION OF ELEMENT 
POSITION AND FIXATION LOCATION FOR 
EACH EXPERIMENTAL SESSION FOR THE THREE 
OBSERVERS IN EXP. XX
Table. I;
'total Errors a® k  W m & tim of Element 
Position and Fixation Location for 
Saela Expariijsental .fesaloi* f or 
Obaerwt 0. W.
m m m m  t
Fixation Slaaiaat .position _ TOTAL
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 4 9 14 14 17 14 14 14 9 12 121
2 8 11 13 12 16 13 13 14 15 10 125
3 11 13 10 10 14 13 7 14 1? 13 123
4 10 14 12 14 14 16 9 13 10 14 126
5 18 12 15 13 14 10 15 15 13 13 138
6 16 15 10 12 13 15 XO 14 14 9 128
7 8 11 12 11 12 14 11 9 11 11 110
8 1# 11 16 1$ 10 16 13 9 10 12 128
t 15 12 9 13 11 13 15 13 8 7 114
10 9 13 16 12 14 14 15 14 13 7 127
11 11' 10 IS 13 12 13 9 IS 13 11 125
T O m  125 131 142 139 147 151 131 147 133 110 1365
Cfabla I continued - G.W.) 101
'Ftxatiexi
SESSION 2
Element Po&ifcioa m m u
1 .2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10
1 6 0 11 10 12 0 13 10 13 14 110
i 11 11 a 11 14 13 13 8 13 14 116
14 12 10 10 10 14 12 10 IS 13 132
4 14 18 13 10 11 14 IS 14 14 13 130
5 1:3 11 li 10 13 13 13 15 13 15 127
-6 11 14 10 18 16 11 7 11 13 13 132
2 13 15 18 12 10 13 11 12 9 11 130
i 12 15 18 13 11 15 13 10 12 13: ISO
0 15 14 12 14 14 13 10 11 10 7 120
10 14 IS 17 11 12 13 15 IS 13 9 134
11 12 13 10 It 14 14 13 17 It. 9 132
m m 133 144 144 143 140 142 135 139 137 131 1399
SESSION 3
fixation Element Position tm m
1 2 3 4 S 0 7 a f 10
1 2 5 13 9 17 17 12 15 14 15 124
2 14 15 12 10 13 14 13 14 10 13 134
3 12 12 0 § IS 11 12 110 12 12 113
4 10 18 10 12 12 11 13 13 10 11 124
S 14 11 12 14 15 13 7 14 8 12 120
8 13 10 13 13 13 14 9 11 11 12 125
2 13 12 14 14 17 14 12 12 8 10 126
S 11 11 12 12 10 14 13 12 10 8 119
0 11 14 13 13 13 14 IS 15 it 8 128
10 14 15 12 13 18 17 18 13 14 11 143
11 13 IS 7 13 17 10 14 14 10 13 132
t o m  132 142
Fixation
139 144 155 130 143 119 125 1388
m$mm 4
Element Position TOTAl
i 2 3 4 3 6 7 : 8 9 10
1 7 4 9 IS IS 8 11 14 13 13 109
2 14 8 8 10 13 12 15 12. •it 16 120
3' 13 13 14 10 12 10 11 15 16 16 130
4 14 It 14 13 10 10 12 16 10 6 123
5 It 14 17 15 it 11 9 15 15 13 133
6 13 11 17 IS 14 14 12 14 14 7 131
7 11 14 21 18 16 12 IS 11 6 11 131
a 10 12 12 14 13 13 13 11 11 13 122
t It 11 14 ' 11 11 IS 16 16 9 2 117
10 13 15 14 8 15 13 14 17 14 13 137
11 15 13 14 17 17 13 19 16 13 14 151
10m 134 133 154 147 148 131 147 157 133 124 1408
{ ‘Sable X continued * G.W.) 102
fixation
SESSION 5
Element Position
Fixation
SESSION 6 
Element Position
fixation
SESSION 2 
Element Position
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10
1 5 3 7 14 IS 14 10 12 14 14 111
2 10 4 5 13 10 14 13 10 11 11 101
3 10 13 10 6 12 10 13 12 15 12 113
4 14 14 14 11 9 9 14 11 15 14 127
3 11 IS 17 14 •' 15 13 11 15 12 11 137
3 10 14 20 15 14 15 15 15 13 13 146
7 13 13 16 15 16 14 12 11 7 12 131
8 13 13 10 15 16 12 12 11 a 10 120
9 14 11 13 14 15 13 IS 12 3 5 122
0 14 14 14 16 14 15 14 16 13 11 143
1 14 12 13 15 12 15 15 15 13 14 13$
130 131 141 148 131 144, 144 140 131 127 1307
TOTAL
I
1
5
2
2
3
7
4
17
5
16
6
11
7
15
a
16
9
11
10
10 110
2 11 5 a a 14 IS 13 11 13 17 110
3 15 14 7 ii 16 12 14 15 17 12 133
4 10 14 16 7 11 16 13 11 15 10 123
5 15 14 10 12 a 12 12 17 17 6 131
6 12 17 16 16 14 13 11 14 13 9 135
7 14 13 13 12 13 11 7 6 14 a 111
0 12 11 16 13 13 14 13 10 a 10 120
9 14 14 a 14 10 14 16 15 3 2 112
10 7 IS 15 15 12 13 13 16 13 6 127
11 13 IS 14 17 12 16 12 14 13 12 141
iTAi 12S 137 138 162 139 ISO 141 145 139 102 1361
TOTAL
t
1
3
2
3
3
9
4
10
5
13
6
a
7
10
&
12
9
16
10
14 98
2 12 7 7 13 16 11 13 14 16 14 123
3 14 11 a 10 13 16 10 11 12 14 125
4 12 15 14 6 10 17 17 10 15 12 128
5 11 13 IS 13 3 14 13 16 15 11 134
6 10 15 20 19 14 0 10 19 15 13 143
7 11 .17 12 16 19 14 7 3 14 9 124
a 10 14 13 15 16 IS 14 9 7 9 125
9 13 14 14 14 12 14 16 14 7 5 123
10 13 14 13 20 10 14 14 16 14 g 136
11 12 12 13 14 17 10 13 16 18 14 139
t o m  121 137 141 130 143 144 143 142 149 123 1393
(Table I continued - 8,W.) 103
M s m m  s
Fixation Element Position TI5T^ L
1 2 2 4 S 6 7 8 9 10
I 3 I 7 14 12 12 12 8 15 10 94
2 11 3 3 11 12 11 14 10 13 8 96
3 16 13 9 a 12 14 14 14 15 14 129
4 12 1? 13 8 10 19 15 9 12 It 126
5 18 20 18 12 9 13 17 15 IS 10 147
6 12 if 18 19 13 to 11 15 16 7 140
7 9 14 14 18 18 14 6 a 16 15 130
$ '8 13 12 12 15 13 13 10 7 13 118
9 13 16 17 15 15 15 18 13 7 7 136
to 13 14 14 16 8 12 16 16 14 6 129
It 13 13 15 16 it 13 11 14 13 12 133
Til* 130 143 140 149 135 148 147 132 141 113 1378
SESSION 9
Fixation Element Position TOTM*
1
1
a
2
3
3
10
4
15
5
13
6
12
7
13
8
14
9
16
10
14 120
a ii 7 10 12 13 14 14 15 12 14 122
3 14 14 6 12 IS 16 17 16 17 9 136
4 12 15 13 8 7 13 15 12 14 IS 124
S 18 17 17 14 7 9 10 16 8 11 127
6 IS 17 16 20 14 9 12 16 13 15 147
7 16 IS 12 10 18 13 8 10 13 9 124
8 13 14 . 10 14 15 19 13 7 5 9 121
9 13 12 14 10 15 13 17 16 9 6 125
10 10 15 13 13 14 11 11 16 14 9 126
11 17 12 15 14 14 9 14 12 10 12 129
i m 149 143 136 142 143 138 144 150 131 123 1401
SESSION 10 
Fixation Element Position
1
t
3
2
2
3
5
4
11
5
12
6
13
' 7 
13
3
12
9
12
10
12 95
2 13 10 6 11 15 11 12 12 16 14 120
3 14 14 6 7 13 12 13 10 15 14 118
4 10 17 14 4 10 19 16 12 11 13 126
5 11 13 18 14 10 9 12 13 13 15 138
6 12 18 18 18 14 7 8 16 13 9 133
7 8 15 13 13 17 14 6 6 14 8 114
a 13 15 12 13 20 13 15 9 9 11 135
9 13 11 13 16 13 17 18 14 7 3 127
10 10 8 10 9 16 20 14 18 13 9 127
11 9 15 it 11 9 14 13 13 12 13 120
m 116 140 128 127 151 154 140 135 135 121 1345
104
fstile ft
Total Errors as a Function of Element 
Position and Fixation Location for 
Each Experimental Session for 
Observer L. K*
sissies 1
Fixation Element Position TGTM,
I 2 3 4 5 6 3 8 9 10
1 9 It 11 13 13 18 15 16 11 13 129
2 1 10 10 11 10 13 15 11 13 11 105
3 7 7 8 10 13 16 17 15 15 16 124
4 6 5 9 16 16 1$ 14 12 12 14 117
5 11 9 8 5 13 11 12 11 13 12 105
6 9 7 U Ml 16 17 18 14 11 14 127
2 13 13 1? 15 14 9 7 12 8 9 117
8 12 19 12 13 12 16 11 16 10 If 132
9 13 15 to 10 17 13 9 If 9 7 114
1# 15 13 12 12 11 IS 10 6 10' 3 109
11 1$ 10 13 14 21 15 13 If 11 11 134
t o m  111 118 121 129 156 156 141 11$ 12$ 123 1313
ff&t>l4 II caiiti»ue4 * I.E.)
F ix a tio n  Element £©aifcioa T0TM*
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 ii .11 -■3 • 13 16 13 10 11 11 14 119
z ■a 10 1.5 11 9 13 14 10 16 11 in­
3 '3 4 14 13 16 13 13 13 11 13 ns
4 7 ■3 5 12 16 IS 14 11 14 13 112
5 $ 8 8 0 16 18 IS : 9 13 12 111
■a 13 : 1 .12 10 10 27 18 8 13 13 111,:
7 12. 9 IT -10 10 ~ 10 U 14 5 5 103
8 13 n 16 10 9 11 ' 7 10 3 ■7 itl
9 13 8 IS 13 13 14 9 8 a 11 110
lo 14 14 15 IT 13 10 8 9 n '0 ' 111
ii 13 14 10 12 13 14 •6 9 ' $ ■4 100
w 111 103 131 130‘141 148 125 110 112 103 1220
sm m m  3
F ixation 'SlesNtiafc Position wmM*
i 2 3 ■6 ' $ 6 7 8 3 ■10
1 9 10 8 11 ' 14. 13 IS '21 23 14 U8
■2 8 9 13 9 13 12 13 28 ; 29 14 212
3 ■4 1 13 13 9 13 1.4 12 14 26 109
4 4 4 5 13 11 9 IS 22 15 24 202
5 f 13 4 4 I t 14 14 11 11 12 104
6 u . 10 24 7 I 12 13 f 9 12 103
? 13 It 18 12 7 8 f 22 6 ■4 92
8 14 13 IT 12 '6 8 8 12 7 -9 286
9 13 15 IS 13 12 13 7 4 ■8 8 .206
- 18 14 f IS 12 13 11 8 7 0 96
11 14 17 .8 IS 10 20 10 21 S 1 221
t o m 105 111 116-124 123 135 129 189 114 203 1269
sEisicm- 4
F ix a tio n  llesaent fosifcioira TOfAl*
I 2 3 4 ' ' S 6 7 8 9 10
I 11 9 4 S 12 20 21 9 13 23 97
2 : 2 18 21 9 26 24 23 8 11 13 108
3 $ 2 9 ■ 12 14 12 IS 9 ■ 12 11 202
4 7 6 3 ••5 12 8 11 18 12 11 85
S 12 9 6 4 18 13 11 13 12 7 93
6 7 13 IS 7 3 20 25 22 IS 12 209
7 24 IT 15 8 7 " 5 11 20 11 10 208
8 13 23 23 8 7 8 6 21 7 8 94
9 18 13 1.4 13 10 7 3 3 10 10 95
20 14 IS IS 21 14 11 13 8 6 8 207
II IS. IS 8 15 13 27 11 7 2 4 287
« 11% 121. 121 96 118 225 222 99 110 201 2105
(Table II continued - L.K.)
SESSION 3
Fixation Element f m i t t m  TOTALi 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 t 10
I 7 9 3 11 IS 13 12 IS 14 13 116
2 1 f 6 S 14 16 18 14 IS 14 118
I 5 0 8 7 it 13 11 13 17 IS 104
4 8 2 1 9 10 9 20 14 13 14 100
5 11 10 6 3 11 13 It 14 It 12 104
6 5 9 14 8 3 1# IS 11 10 it 100
I 13 it 16 16 1 7 12 S 7 ii 109
8 12 ii 11 13 it S 4 s 6 7 94
9 f 14 11 11 14 16 7 2 6 6 102
10 10 IS 13 11 9 IS 11 7 2 0 96
11 13 14 13 14 to 17 7 11 4 3 108
96 108 110 113 121 139 129 117 109 109 1131
SESSION 6
Fixation Element:. Position TOTAL
i $ 3 4 S 6 7 a 9 10
1 7 § 3 8 18 13 15 it 13 14 110
2 4 8 7 3 13 18 13 it 13 13 108
3 8 0 S 6 8 13 11 13 13 13 93
4 i 4 I 5 f I t 18 14 16 IS too
S 16 11 4 2 10 I t 11 17 18 14 113
6 7 I t 14 6 1 10 11 15 11 14 101
7 14 12'-.13 10 S 7 10 5 10 8 94
8 12 10 IS 18 11 9 3 7 5 8 98
9 ■ 11 13 15 .15 13 10 S 3 1 S t l
10 13 16 14 17 11 15 a 4 3 0 101
11 16 16 13 14 11 17 14 10 1 0 l i t
m 116 110 107 109 HO 136 117 110 102 104 1121
m$$tm i
Fixation Element Position TOTAL
1 a 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10
1 8 7 3 8 IS 13 IS 13 16 IS 113
t 1 8 4 10 19 14 13 t 16 IS 110
3 8 1 5 6 It 13 IS IS 14 11 99
6 9 8 S i 11 it 16 it 1-3 11 194
S 12 9 5 3 8 7 10 19 11 14 98
6 9 10 14 7 4 10 10 15 IS 10 104
7 11 It 17 11 9 4 a S 9 ■10 98
8 13 12 12 ,21 10 6 4 6 3 10 97
9 17 IS 13 14 11 12 6 2 S 8 103
10 9 14 IS 10 13 17 9 9 3 0 99
11 13 14 13 11 IS IS 12 11 3 4 111
•TAL 110 110 106 109 117 122 118 116 108 198 1124
106
< fable 11 continued ~ ■7
8X38X05 8
Fixation Element Position t o m
I a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 io
i 9 6 6 11 17 12 13 18 16 13 115
t 4 5 5 7 15 16 13 10 IS 14 104
3 11 1 5 8 13 12 14 16 19 17 114
4 f 8 3 a S $ 13 9 IS 11 83
5 a 11 5 i 7 10 14 14 0 •7 86
e 9 ia 13 9 2 4 8 if 16 ia 96
t 9 10 18 16 10 6 5 S 7 6 92
8 14 15 14 13 15 8 I 3 0 4 86
9 14 ii an 13 9 11 9 3 4 8 100
ii 13 17 18 13 11 12 t 3 0 I 101
ii 14 14 9 14 11 IS 9 13 .1 4 104
t&BUL 114 1.10 m  m  113 114 108 101 100' 95 1081
SESSION 9
Fixation Element Position t m m
1 a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
I 9 ii 8 7 18 13 8 14 16 If 115
a O' 3 a 7- 14 19 IS It 16 19 107
3 3 1 a § 12 10 16 ■14 9 11 94
4 6 8 a 5 6 9 ia 12 14 IS 90
5 9 9 3 3 7 9 10 15 10 14 89
6 10 13. 18 10 a 6 7 13 11 11 99
7 14 6 18 7 7 5 a 3 10 9 85
a 18 6 8 11 14 8 a 7 5 7 86
9 13 17 11 14 12 IS 6 0 3 5 96
Ii 13 13 12 15 10 IS 7 1 1 1 m
II 14 14 13 .16 17 17 14 3 a 5 121
A ■*» lit 99 #7 103 119 126 105 100 97 113 1068
m m t m  io
fixation Element Position fOTAl
1 a 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 10
1 8 4 5 8 13 13 IS 15 IS 13 111
a s a 7 10 15 14 la 10 If 14 106
3 .5 8 .5 6 16 13 13 If 16 15 100
4 a 9 1 3 7 12 13 14 80 15 104
5 14 ia f I 4 7 13 16 13 ' 6 95
6 9 10 11 7 1 8 9 10 11 14 90
7 9 ii 13 13 6 3 3 8 5 11 79
0 17 13 18 13 12 6 0 4 3 11 95
9 11 13 14 9 10 18 3 1 a 3 79
10 18 13 13 11 13 16 7 3 i 1 94
11 13 15 18 13 11 13 11 8 a 4 104
axnaau Hi £05-109 "94 110 119 103 1 # 99 1# 1057
mu
table III
lotal Errors m  a Function of Elecsent 
Position and Fixation Location for 
Each Experimental Session far
Qbaexws •$. s.
m m n m  i
Fixation Element Position T01AL
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9> 10
i 4 4 10 IS IS 13 17 15 15 19 122
% 8 6 10 13 17 12 12 11 IS IS 119
3 10 a i a 16 13 19 15 II 14 118
.4 9 8 10 7 10 12 17 12 13 14 ill
5 14 16 16 la 8 12 12 15 16 13 134
6 10 17 18 16 11 13 11 7 16 12 131
IS 13 11 12 IS 11 i! 12 12 6 118
8 14 9 11 11 15 11 12 9 5 5 102
9 13 10 19 18 13 16 14 7 S 7 120
10 IS 13 13 1$ 11 17 16 10 It 3 123
11 14 ■IS 15 16 15 13 ■14 6 7 7 122
W m  126 Ilf 136 143 146 143 150 Ilf 129 110 1321
(fable tt% continued * 3.S.,)
smston a
W&mMm Element Position fOfAt
1 X 3 4 5 a ? a : t 10
1 t a. 4 a 12 12 IS 14 14 14 97
2 % 5 5 a 13 19 IS 10 14 14 114
3 T 5 5 T § 11 14 ii 14 14 97
4 2, 9 .B a 10 u. If 13 14 14 113
3 11 15 12 ' a 11, 10 a 14 13 14 lie
4 14 12 14 is IS 11 f 7 10 10 120
2 12 16 13 it 12 10 ii I 3 I 107
3 14 . 9 14 17 14 14 3 a 3 4 104
t ■ 14 '12 11 14 IS If 14 a 3 I 112
10 15, 1$ 13 12 11 12 12 to a 1 114
11 14 13 11 12 10 12 is ii 12 7 120
to sw t IIS . I t i . U O  131 134 141 r13? 117 113 101 1214
S8S5HWI 3
fiscaiion Element Position *0f£&
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8, § 10
1 S'• ■% 6 10 ii IS 16 12 IS 13 til
2 's. 3 4 8 i 12 16 IS 13 14 m
3 7 a 4 8 9 12 14 13 12 11 m
4 i to­ S 6 a 10 If 12 IS IS 106
S a ut It' 7 2 5 10 f 14 13 m6 a 13 14 11 18 S f S - IS 12 102
7 ii 14 14 10 10 3 1 2 6 S 76
8 13 11 18 IS 11 9 3 4 4 3 n
9 14 13 11 16 21 if 18 6 4 t 116
10 14 IS 17 18 18 It f 8 S 3 128
11 14 IS 14 17 m 18 8 a 7 6 123
m* , 107 115 Ilf 124 131 127 113 94 110 97 1137
issaioif 4
fixation Element Position t o m
1 a 3 4 S 6 7 8 f 10
1 0 i 4 10 14 16 17 14 14 13 103
2 2 6 3 $ 10 13 16 15 14 14 98
3 S 1" 4 6 11 13 18 13 13 14 98
,4 7 t 4 S 6 9 If 18 12 14 103
S ■ 8 f S 4 3 5 10 12 13 14 83
6 12 16 10 7 4 2 2 3 18 7 73
7 14 16 10 6 7 4 2 1 8 9 73
-8 13- 12 16 13 10 t 3' 5 3 4 38
t 14 15 12 16 14 13 5 '$ 0 1 m
10 14 14 16 16 IS 14 8 3 a 0 tot
11 ■ 14 IS 11 13 14 14 8 12 6 1 106
t0f6S* 183 lit fS 101 188 112 106. ft 95 ft 1022
{tfefelg III * j«8«>
m m m  5
Fixation Element Position w m
' i 2 $ 4 : 5' 6 7 8 t It
I' 0 3 7 It , 15 13 14 14 15 14 105
2 s $■ ' 4 7 13 17 14 12 15 14 106
3 s 6- 6 7 12 U 20 13 13 14 112
4 6 8 3 4 6' 9 15 14 12 14 93
S' 8 12' li. • It.■ i 6 11 13 11 13 97
6 13 12 12 7'.' ?■ 1 4 7 12 11 86
7' 14. 15 22 15 it. 5 '2 3 2 4 92
8 13 12 M 17 14 It 7 4 3 2 96
9- ■,, M . 13 12 is 17 15 it 4 2 2 105
it i$ 16 9 14 12 17 14 9 4 1 111
ii 13 i t 10 11 ' 15 18 1? 15 8 7 131
W  lit; 112' II?' 123 127 129 ■it@ 97 96 1134
m m m  0
fixation 'Element Position
1 2 3 4 5 6 I'­ 8' 9 it
1 0 0 4 7 12 14 ll 10 14 13 92
2 8 6 4 6 11 17 16 12 12 14 104
3 7 4 8 7 " t 17 21 12 12 116 111
4 9 9 6 2 6 5 10 17 12 13 89
5 12 13 It 7 •• 4 a 8 12 It 14 98
6 13 16 17 11 6 $ 6 5 12 9 100
7 16 12 16 14 12 6 t 1 5 5 89
8 14 13, 18 16 13 6 2 2 2 1 8?
9 14 13 10 ■ 12 16 15 # 3 % 1 94
It 14 13 7 12 11 17 13 6 6 0 99
11 12 13 11 13 10 16 14 11 10 8 118
W W k 117; ,112 i m  107 110 126 118 91 97 94 1081
iiS$I0H 7
Fixation . - Element Position t m m
" 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 it
i 1 1 4 8 10 14 1? 13 16 14 m
2 6 6 • 6' 8 13 15 16 it 16 13 109
3 8 8 4 2 7 12 21 16 14 14 106
4 7, 10 6 4 6 9 f it 11 14 86
3 9 It 11 7 0 3 6 12 13 13 84
6 12 14 14 9 6 2 3 7 7 7 81
7 12 10 17 13 12 . 5 3 2 4 3 81
8 14 13 14 18 11 11 3 3 4 3 94
9 13 14 11 14 18 16 8 2 2 2 100
it 15 15 • 11 14 11 13 10 6 7 1 103
11 14 14 16 9 12 12 11 9 8 6 111
10141 111 115 114 106 106 112 107 ft 102 90 1053
<f&81e III continee# * J*.S*)
$mmm a
W in& ttm Element fositien T0IM*
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 a 9 If
l 8 f 3 4 7 11
•f
U 16 15 14 84
2 4 6 5 7 * 15 n 13 13 13 99
3 11 4 4 3 a 13 m 14 13 13 109
4 5 I f 6 4 6 5 13 15 16 1.4 96
5 ■ a I f a S 3 5 5 ■a 15 I f 77
6 is 15 18 a S 2 6 3 I f 9 91
7 14 a 16 14 14 a 6 4 7 1 -92
8 IS 14 16 16 12 i i 6 5 4 4 103
9 15 15 14 ia 17 13 9 3 f 2 106
I f 13 13 11 15 14 14 .8 3 f 1 92
I I IS 14 12 13 15 15 14 11 6 2 111
m m * 117 113 115 189 I f f  112 112 95 99 83 1064
m m w m  $
tixnztm. ■ elem ent P o s itio n t m M
' 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10
1 0 1 7 .9 13 IS 12 8 13 14 91
2 7 8 7 B 11 13 12 14 15 14 109
3 7 4 7 7 S a 15 14 12 14 95
4 7 a 3 2 4 4 9 17 15 13 84
5 5 4 7 6 3 . 5 § 8 14 12 72
6 9 14 15 11 7 3 3 7 4 4 77
2 14 13 24 14 9 3 3 2 3 5 90
0 14' 12 ia IB 14 12 3 4 5 4 104
9 13 12 12 16 12 15 7 3 2 1 93
io 14 ' 13 15 13 13 14 8 6 a 1 99
ii 14 14 U 17 13 I f ii 9 6 1 108
t © m f I f f I f 7 126 121 1©4 102 . i f 92 91 85 1023
*89S2M 10
Btqm&Z. £osi&io& t f f im
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 if
% I 2 2- 6 11 13 15 13 IS 14 m
2 6 6 4 9 I f 13 15 15 14 14 106
3 4 7 4 4 .5 13 14 15 IS ­ 13 98
4 4 9 3 2 3 7 14 17 IS 14 9f
5 if 13 a 3 2 S 6 11 9 12 79
4 9 16 17 9 6 4 a 6 10 12 91.
7 13 11 17 13 11 4 5 3 S 6 88
8 14 15 10 16 11 9 3 a 4 4 96
9 1-3 11 13 14 13 15 9 o 2 0 m
I f 14 13 12 10 13 14 6 5 1 f m
11 IS 14 13 14 12 13 a 6 2 f 97
m m m  m  in im m %m p.: m 00 ion
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